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ABSTRACT
Rapid tooling has become the accepted way of producing molds for injection
molding inexpensively, with better quality, and less cost than a standard production
mold. There are approximately 40 techniques that are in various stages of availability.
The primary objective of the proposed research study was to identify a means by
which to compare these currently available rapid tooling techniques. This study
contains an in-depth discussion of each of the currently known rapid tooling
techniques, a brief explanation of expert systems, a method of comparing the rapid
tooling techniques and, finally, the development of an expert system. This expert
system was developed in order to assist in the selection of a rapid tooling technique for
any given application. Case studies from various industries were perfonned to
demonstrate the utility and limitations of the resultant expert system.
1 INTRODUCTION
The design and manufacture of new products is time consummg and
expensive. A method which can decrease the time spent on producing the prototype
tooling and the cost would be widely accepted. This new method is called Rapid
Tooling. The use of rapid tooling can cut prototype tooling costs down by 75% and
lead time by about half. Right now there are about 45 different rapid tooling
techniques that can produce parts ranging in sizes from very small and complex to
large and simple. These techniques will be reviewed in further detail later.
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Currently there are approximately 45 techniques for rapid tooling in the
market. Among these, there are about five techniques which are still under
development at universities all over the world. These developing techniqucs are trying
to get approval from consumers, as well as applications to test their process. They are
in the late stagcs of development but are not yet commcrcially availablc. It is the
purpose of this study to idcntify all of the diffcrcnt rapid tooling techniques, either
commercially available or undcr devclopment and compare thcm usmg an expert
system.
Since there are so many techniques available, a need existcd for an effcctivc
wav of comparing thcm. With this in mind. an associatcd expcrt systcm was
dcveloped. Tl~ use of cxpcrt systcms is growing rapidly in today's socicty bccausc
')
companies are looking to cut costs by removing people from jobs and replacing them
with computers. This expert system asks the user questions' regarding the technical
and business attributes of the target manufacturing application and then produces a set
of candidate rapid tooling techniques which match the parameters given. The results
generated using this expert system should be viewed as recommendations at this point
because there is still a large amount of information that remains unknown for some of
the techniques. The purpose of this expert system is to get the user started with
technique selection. The program provides the user with the techniques matching the
chosen parameters and then outlines each of the techniques in further detail. In order
for the user to make the right decision, the user will have to do some further research
on each of the techniques recommended. Even though the user will still have to do
this research on the techniques, there will be a starting point of a few potential rapid
tooling techniques to look at, instead of 45 or more.
1.2 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
This appears to be the first time that a study has been done on producing an
expert system for rapid tooling as applied to injection molding. Thus, at the onset of
the study a significant amount of background research on both the different rapid
tooling techniques and experts systems was required. This thesis will begin in Chapter
2 with the review of all the rapid tooling techniques identified during this process.
The techniques will be separated into two different categories, dircct and indirect
tooling. Thcsc two main catcgories of tooling production are to somc cxtent alrcady
accepted by industry. Once the techniques are classified as direct or indirect, they are
then separated into soft and hard tooling subcategories. Following this, each
technique is described in detail as to how it works, who does the work, and some of
the capabilities of the technique.
After completing the review of all the different rapid tooling techniques, a
detailed explanation of expert systems is needed. Thus Chapter 3 begins with a
background of where expert systems came from and how they evolved. Then a brief
description of how expert systems are developed is presented along with and the
different types of expert systems that are available. Expert systems are becoming a
widely used method of troublcshooting and new applications are being found
everyday. Applying an expert system to rapid tooling is one of the more obvious
beneficial applications; however, every ncw application found helps prove the validity
of expert systems.
With the background infonnation completed, the actual development of the
expert system for rapid tooling can begin. In Chapter 4, the development of this
expert system begins with the identification of the proper software needed and the
proper representation of knowledge going into the program. Selecting the right
software is vital because if the wrong software is used. it could bccomc vcry difficult
to achicvc thc dcsircd rcsults. Upon finding thc right softwarc and dcciding on a
rcpresentation method. the program needs to be \\Tittcn and tested. The actual process
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of programming is then laid out in detail and explained as to why certain techniques
were utilized.
Writing a program is the easiest part of the process because it is just a matter of
ensuring that the syntax is correct and the information is entered. The hardest part of
developing any program is the testing and debugging. In order to due this efficiently,
case studies were identified. These case studies were real world applications taken
from the automotive and aerospace industry, the electronics industry, schools and the
toy industry. These case studies, presented in Chapter 5, serve as useful tools in
identifying the capabilities and limitations of the program.
Lastly, once the case studies have been run through the system, the results and
the problems that were encountered will be discussed in Chapter 6. The problems
encountered will be corrected and the program rerun to ensure that the problem was
eliminated. Once all the problems have been eliminated there is a final discussion of
the research in Chapter 7.
1.3 TARGET PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The cost of prototype tooling and required lead timc to dcvelop it arc both
cxtremely high. For a company to bring a ncw product to the markct, thc prototyping
stage will cost thcm at least 520.000 dollars and approximatcly two months per
prototY1Je mold needed. on avcrage. These numbcrs arc used to kcep researchers from
needing to makc corrections to thc molds. which probably adds morc time to the
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production schedule. Many companies are constantly looking to save money in this
prototyping stage. The answer to this problem is rapid tooling. Before rapid tooling,
companies were rushing products to the market to save money and in the end they
were spending more because new models of the same thing would come out and
replace the older models. This process of model replacement can be done away with
by using rapid tooling effectively.
Rapid tooling allows a company to produce a prototype mold for about $5000
dollars and the lead time can be four weeks or less, depending on the product. This
reduction in cost and time allows companies to make more changes to ensure that the
product hitting the market is right. The problem with rapid tooling is not that it is
effective and cost efficient, but there are just too many techniques and the number of
options is growing every year. Currently there are approximately 45 different
techniques out there and each is at a different stage of technical availability. The other
problem with these techniques is that they are designed with different product sizes
and complexity levels in mind. Some techniques are good for certain materials, while
others are concemed with the surface roughness and tolerances. Rapid tooling is so
diverse that there needs to be a way to effectively differentiate between all of the
different techniques and to detennine the right technique for every application.
1.4 THE SOLUTION
To solyc this problem of ha\'ing too many rapid tooling tcchniqucs. an cxpcrt
systcm was dcYelopcd. This cxpcrt system helps dctcnninc thc propcr rapid tooling
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technique for every application by using an elimination process. When a company has
a part that needs to be made and wants to save money, the expert system can be run.
The user is asked a list of questions and answers each of them by selecting a particular
value. The program then searches through the entire database of techniques and
attempts to match the desired parameters with rapid tooling techniques. The program
then outputs the results to the main console and asks the user for further information.
If the user so decides, the program then outputs each of the resultant techniques and
lists its detailed capabilities. The program thus serves as a recommendation tool or
starting point to help the user identify the proper rapid tooling process for their
application.
Expert systems as applied in cases like this do things that humans can do. In
most situations, however, they are more accurate and more consistent than humans.
Expert systems wiII not miss matches and render decision making systems less
susceptible to human error. The use of expert systems in this case will allow for a
more reliable resource in finding the right techniques.
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2 BACKGROUND OF RAPID TOOLING
In today's world there is an ever-changing need for new technology and new
products. In manufacturing, this means faster product development and reduced time-
to-market. Most importantly, with faster product development, there needs to be a
reduction in product cost. Meanwhile, the consumers are demanding an increase in
product quality. Over the past two decades, there have been significant advances in
the field of manufacturing, in an effort to decrease time-to-market, while maintaining
a high quality and technically advanced product. One of the first steps in this direction
was the incorporation of rapid prototyping (RP), which allowed the design team to
detemline some of the product characteristics before time and money is spent on
molds for actual part production. Figure 2-1 illustrates the flow of data starting with
the 3D CAD file and ending with the physical part model.
I ~_ ... _ .. h_U._.l...... ';.U...U~.IH_Hi.".I'_ill. HI .... ll .. '11
I CAD system j RP syslemI 1I i
I !
I Faceted I Layered PhysicalCAD file ~ model j ~ •I (3D) ! model modelI (Sn.. file) II II
I I1._.___._.__.__.. I1____.______.._ .._.._.
__.f
Figure 2-1: Data transfer between the CAD and RP system 11.21
The RP process helps engineers visualize design defects and identify assembly
problems. while attempting to gain market acceptance. 1\lost often. a material is
selected for the RP process based on its mechanical and physical properties. The
chosen material oHen mirrors. but is not the same as the intended production material.
S
"Rapid tooling is not a new idea; it has simply co-existed with conventional
machining for many years." [3] The idea was first revisited in the 1990's as a
potential solution to the need for more parts in a shorter time, and it has also been
proven useful in making key production planning decisions early in the development
process. In order to be an ideal RT process produced tool, it must demonstrate all of
the following attributes, namely:
• Little or no required additional rework on the finished tool;
• A sufficiently hard tool surface;
• No limits to tool size or part geometry;
• High production runs;
• Reduced tooling time; and
• Production of tools capable of molding the intended material.
What does this mean for rapid tooling? Rapid tooling techniques reduce time
to market and increase the competitive edge [4]. For example, RT techniques can
produce anywhere from 10 to 5000 parts for design testing, function testing, and
molding problem identification. These parts are also used as marketing tools, testing
the consumer's impression of the product. Also, RT can be used for short production
runs in order to avoid the often high costs associated with production tooling.
2.1 CLASSIFICATION OF RT PROCESSES
As advances in this field are made. the production of tools will rcmain difficult
duc to strict requircments placed on them. The molds must withstand high injcction
and holding prcssurcs. posscss wcar resistance to cnsure long lifetimc. and havc good
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surface finish to avoid additional tooling/finishing operations, thereby permitting easy
ejection from the mold.
Since the RT field is growing rapidly, it has become necessary to divide the
techniques into classifications to help differentiate between each process. The two
main classifications are indirect and direct rapid tooling, as shown in Figure 2-2.
Even though specialized RP processes can produce a good tool, in many cases
there is still a need for an actual model of the product to be built first from a standard
RP process. These techniques are classified as indirect tooling techniques because
they include at least one intermediate step in the tooling process. The part made by
the RP process is used as a pattern for the tool.
On the other hand, direct RT processes are simply specialized fonns of current
rapid prototyping processes. These RP processes, such as "Direct Metal Laser
Sintering" (DMLS), and "Laminated Object Manufacturing" (LOM), have been
adapted for the specific application and material desired. As is common to both
techniques, there are plenty of related processes that are commercially used today,
while others are still under development.
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Figure 2-2: Classification Chart of Rapid Tooling Classifications
To help with the understanding of RT, direct and indirect methods can be
further divided into two subgroups, namely soft tooling and hard tooling (Figure 2-2),
although, the difference between the two can often be confused. Hard tooling is
defined as tooling that is made of metal, which is used for high production quantities,
whereas soft tooling is mainly made typically using polymers or other non-metallic
materials, which are intended for small to medium production quantities.
2.2 INDIRECT RAPID TOOLING PROCESSES
Most RT techniques today are 'indirect', meaning that a preliminary RP of the
product is used as a pattern for making the mold. Indirect processes were the first
techniques used for rapid tooling because they use the parts made with the RP
processes. The need for tools to produce short production runs required moderately
strong. low cost tools, which couldn't be accomplished by machines of the past. Thus,
the field of indirect rapid tooling came into play. While different applications of rapid
I1
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To help with the understanding of RT, direct and indirect methods can be
further divided into two subgroups, namely soft tooling and hard tooling (Figure 2-2),
although, the difference between the two can often be confused. Hard tooling is
defined as tooling that is made of metal, which is used for high production quantities,
\vhereas soft tooling is mainly made typically using polymers or other non-metallic
materials, which are intended for small to medium production quantities.
2.2 INDIRECT RAPID TOOLING PROCESSES
Most RT techniques today are 'indirect', meaning that a preliminary RP of the
product is used as a pattern for making the mold. Indirect processes were the first
techniques used for rapid tooling because they use the parts made with the RP
processes. The need for tools to produce short production runs required moderately
strong, low cost tools, which couldn't be accomplished by machines of the past. Thus,
the field of indirect rapid tooling came into play. While different applications of rapid
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tooling require different RP models, most are based on stereo-lithography (SLA).
This is because SLA is the most common form of RP and most researchers understand
the SLA process. The most logical step was to take this known process and make a
new and more versatile process. Figure 2-3 gives the schematic illustration of the basic
SLA process.
movable
m~
EJ layers of.solidlnedE3..::' resIn
liquid resin
IS support
movable
platronn
laser
I
Figure 2-3: Principle of SLA [2]
Furthennore, in order to help with the understanding and to make the
classification easier, the indirect tooling techniques were subdivided further, into two
sub-categories, namely, 'indirect soft tooling' and 'indirect hard tooling'. Figure 2-4
illustrates the classification of all the indirect soft tooling techniqucs that are eithcr
commcrcially available or undcr dcvclopment.
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2.2.1 Indirect Rapid Soft Tooling Techniques
As stated previously, indirect tooling processes utilize RP fabricated patterns to
produce tools. The first classification of indirect tooling is soft tooling. There are two
types of indirect soft tooling that are commercially available. These are RTV silicone
rubber molds, and aluminum-filled epoxy tooling.
Indirect Soft
Tooling
r:;:......._.-;- v - -;t;.~
~ ...;;. " ~. : ''; ,:1~~1i,
f ; '" li
t:'t.:..f; ·.':_.. \.«~;l.~~·,<' ~ .~;
Figure 2-4: Classification Chart of the Indirect Soft Tooling Techniques
2.2.1.1 RTV Silicone Rubber Molds
This process is the most widely used due to its easy, inexpensive, and fast
fabrication capability. The main disadvantage to the RTV process is the inability to
produce prototypes in materials other than vacuum-cast polyurethane. Due to the
flexible nature of rubber these molds cannot be used for injection molding. and also
because of thc molding material. the mold requires one full day to cure before the RP
pattcrn can be cut free from the rubber mold. This process. howc\·er. is the foundation
of a larce number of other techniqucs to be described later.
13
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2.2.1 Indirect Rapid Soft Tooling Techniques
As stated previously, indirect tooling processes utilize RP fabricated patterns to
produce tools. The first classification of indirect tooling is soft tooling. There are two
types of indirect soft tooling that are commercially available. These are RTV silicone
rubber molds, and aluminum-filled epoxy tooling.
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Figure 2-4: Classification Chart of the Indirect Soft Tooling Techniques
2.2.1.1 RTV Silicone Rubber Molds
This process is the most widely used due to its easy, inexpensive, and fast
fabrication capability. The main disadvantage to the RTV process is the inability to
produce prototypes in materials other than vacuum-cast polyurethane. Due to the
flexible nature of rubber these molds cannot be used for injection molding, and also
because of the molding material, the mold requires one full day to cure before the RP
pattern can be cut free from the rubber mold. This process, however, is the foundation
of a large number of other techniques to be described later.
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The RTV process begins with placing the RP pattern into a mold box. Next,
the RP pattern is embedded in plasticine to the desired height providing a parting line
for the finished tool. AJelease agent is then sprayed on the exposed half of the pattern
and silicone rubber is poured, forming one half of the mold. Once the rubber is cured,
the half-mold is flipped over allowing for the venting and gating to be cut into the
cured rubber at the desired locations. Finally, silicone is poured onto the second half,
completing the tool. It is to be noted that the silicone is typically a tin and platinum
based rubber to provide strength.
The RTV process is best suited for simple geometries with no sharp edges or
thin walls. Also, it can produce approximately 50 parts per mold at relatively low
temperatures and low pressures before showing signs of wear. Refer to Appendices A
and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes of the RTV
process. If all that is desired is to produce market-testing samples for aesthetic testing
in a material similar to the intended material, then this process will work. For testing a
specific material and complex shape, this process will not be effective. [5]
2.2.1.2 Aluminum Filled Epoxy Tooling
The use of epoxy-filled molds is the fastest way for producing short runs of
functional parts by injection molding. The process is much like RTV. where the RP
pattern of the product and the sprue and runners are embedded in plasticine up to the
parting line. The exposed half is sprayed with a releasing agent and then the
aluminum filled epoxy is poured oyer the pattern fonning the first hal f of the tool.
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This procedure is repeated on the other side fonning the second half of the mold.
Finally, the RP master is removed from the finished tool. Figure 2-5 shows the
schematic description of the process.
The addition of aluminum fibers strengthens the epoxy resin, while supplying
the cavity with high wear resistance and increased thennal properties. There is some
machining required at process completion, but this machining is to help fit the two tool
halves together, after which the tool is ready to be put into the injection-molding
machine.
Master Mold Embedding of the model in plasticine along its
parting line and back£lling \vith epoxy
L-wersion of tile first half of the
mold and backfill:."1g
Epo:-:y mJection mold:."1g ll1Selts
Figure 2-5: Illustration of Aluminum-Filled Epoxy Tooling 161
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Due to the material used, the tools cannot be subjected to extremely high
pressures or they will break down. These tools, depending on the geometry of the
part, can produce over 500 parts per mold with little to no signs of wear on the tool
surface. Even with the addition of the aluminum fibers to the epoxy resin, the cycle
times are still slightly higher than those with conventional metal tools. This is because
of the low thermal properties of the epoxy resin. Aluminum filled epoxy tools are
typically designed as inserts. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at
the technical and business attributes of this process. [2,6]
2.2.2 Indirect Rapid Hard Tooling Techniques
Indirect hard tooling techniques are those in which RP patterns of the desired
product shapes are typically used to make longer lasting metal tools. There are a large
number of indirect hard tooling teclmiques that are commercially available and under-
development, more so than any other type. Figure 2-6 illustrates the classification of
the indirect hard tooling teclmiques that are either commercially available or under-
development.
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Figure 2-6: Classification Chart of the Indirect Hard Tooling Techniques
2.2.2.1 Spray Metal Tooling
Spray metal tooling (SMT) is similar in nature to the aluminum-filled epoxy
tooling. This new process, however, had to overcome two major problems. First the
preliminary RP of the product needs to withstand very high temperatures from the
liquid spray. Second, internal stresses arc a huge problem in SMT causing
defonllations in the mold. Once these problems were solved the spray metal tooling
proccss could bc implcmcntcd.
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The process consists of two spools of metal wire fed through a spray gun. At
the tip of the gun an electric arc melts the wire and a high-velocity air stream carries
the molten droplets to the pattern surface. As the droplets travel from the gun to the
pattern surface they begin cooling, so that upon reaching the surface a mechanically
bonded coating is fonned.
Low-pressure tools for vacuum fonning and blow molding are ideal
applications for this process. Unfortunately, SMT is a line of sight process, meaning
that the spray can only adhere to the visible surfaces. Along with this problem there
are other limitations. Of those limitations, complexity of the shape is the most severe.
Because this is a line of sight process, the part must be relatively simple. These molds
cannot have holes, thin slots, or deep caverns since the spray will have difficulty
reaching these types of surface areas causing the mold to have an incomplete surface
coating.
The use of a low melting point material produces excellent and accurate tools
from the preliminary RP pattern. This technique is great when used on small and large
parts alike, but more so with the larger parts. The process becomes much more
complex when high melting point materials are considered. Refer to Appendices A
and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes of this process.
Figure 2-7 illustrates the spray gun arrangement used for spray metal tooling. [1. 5]
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Figure 2-7: Illustration of Spray Metal Tooling (www.metal-spray.co.nz)
2.2.2.2 Cast Metal Tools
Cast metal tools (CMT) can be broken into two different types, namely, sand
casting and rubber-plaster casting. Sand casting is used for producing larger tools in
aluminum or cast iron, whereas the rubber-plaster casting is used for producing net
shape tools. Cast metal tools also have two different techniques to form high strength
tools, such as 'spin casting' and 'investment casting'.
Sand casting starts with a preliminary RP of the desired product shape. The
sand is packed around the RP producing a sand mold. Then the sand mold is backed
\\;th a metallic material to provide strength to the tool. The advantage of sand casting
is that it is a cost effective option for the production of large metal tools where surfacc
finish is not a requircmcnt.
Rubber-plastcr tooling, on the other hand, produces a near net shape mold,
which requires only a minimal amount of finish machining. This process takes a
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silicone copy of the required tool and applies a gypsum material cast to the copy.
Then the silicone is removed, a metallic material is placed where the silicone was and
the tool is produced.
An advantage to this process is that conformal cooling channels can be inserted
into the molds very easily, if desired. Another good feature to this process is that tool
repairs are very easy due to the simplicity of the tool. The difficulty holding tight
tolerances and the significant amount of required polishing are just a few of the
disadvantages of CMT.
Within CMT, there are two teclmiques that are used for high strength casting.
As mentioned earlier, they are investment casting and spin casting. Investment casting
is a good technique for the production of molds with complex shapes and high surface
accuracy. Wax patterns are used because of their ability to replicate the pattern with
high accuracy. Once the mold has been completed the wax will be melted away and
the tool will be ready for molding.
Spin casting on the other hand is slightly more difficult. The process begins
with the molding of the RP using the RTV process. Because of the materials used in
the casting process, a heat vulcanized silicone material is used for the mold because of
its ability to withstand high temperatures. To obtain this silicone mold, first the RTV
mold is used to cast a tin based metal alloy mold. This tin based mold is then uscd to
fabricate the heat vulcanized silicone mold. Then the parts can be spin cast. This
means that the material is poured into the mold while the mold is being spun at very
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high speeds. The physical strength of these parts can be compared to that of die cast
aluminum parts. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the
technical and business attributes of cast metal tools. [3, 6]
2.2.2.3 3D KeltoolT I\1
The 3D Keltool™ process was developed over 25 years ago by 3M. Because
rapid prototyping technology didn't exist at the time, the process was temporarily
neglected. "3D Systems" has since taken over ownership of the process and has
worked on it extensively. This process converts a preliminary RP of the product into a
production tool with good surface finish and tool lifetime. This process is so accurate,
that the smallest reproducible surface of an RP part is 0.04 mm.
The 3D Keltool™ process uses a preliminary RP pattern of the desired part
shape in order to create a silicone rubber mold using the RTV process previously
described. The mold is removed and used to cast a mixture of powdered steel,
tungsten carbide and polymer binder, which cures to fonn a so-called "green" tool.
Finally, the part is placed in a fumace where the binder is eliminated as the other
materials are sintered together. The resulting part ends up being approximately 70%
steel with a void level of 30%. The mold is then infiltrated with copper to fill the
voids left after sintering. This infiltration completes the mold making it fully dense
and increasing its strength.
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The 3D Keltool™ process has a lead-time of one to six weeks and costs
between $2000 and $5000. Combining good accuracy, an excellent surface finish, and
the ability to make multiple inserts from one master pattern, makes this process very
effective and popular for parts under I00 em. However, the biggest problem with 3D
Keltool™ is its inability to hold tight tolerances in large molds. Limitations also exist
related to the sintering process. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth Ibok
at the technical and business attributes of 3D KeltoolTM. [6, 8]
2.2.2.4 Plasma Spray Metal Tooling
Plasma spray metal tooling is currently under development at Tsinghua
University in Beijing China. This process is an attempt at adapting the spray metal
tooling technique using a high melting point material. The use of higher melting point
materials requires the use of a new material, such as ceramic. The mold starts as a
CAD file similar to all the other processes. The RP part and a silicone mold are made
using the RTV silicone mold method. Next, a ceramic mold is fabricated using the
silicone mold as the base. The metal layer is then sprayed onto the surface of the
ceramic where the part will be made. Once the metal is cooled, it receives a backing
material. The next step is to make the female mold half in the same manner as the
male mold half. Finally. to complete the mold, the two mold halves are put together.
The powder slurry consists of a ceramic metal composite containing the appropriate
amount of metal powder. [9] Due to the high speed of the particles. the ceramic mold
needs to possess high tensile strength. hardness rating. heat resistance. and also be
easily removable from the RP substrate. The substrate is made in a few quick steps.
First, the RP part is sprayed with a lubricant so that it can be removed once the
substrate is completed. Then the metal slurry is sprayed over the pattern where it will
shrink and solidify, forming the surface. Next, the binders and an interface layer are
sprayed onto the hardened metal slurry. Once the binders have cured, the additional
supporting material is added. Finally, the mold is heat-treated to remove moisture and
any remaining unwanted materials, after which the substrate is formed and is ready for
spraying. The stainless steel powder is then sprayed onto the substrate using a plasma-
spraying machine. Figure 2-8 illustrates the spray gun arrangement used for plasma
spraymg.
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Figure 2-8: Illustration of Plasma Spra)' (http://www.mctal-spray.co.nz)
This process. whilc certainly timc-consuming with a lead-time of
approximately six days. is faster than most of the other RT techniques used today.
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Another factor that makes this process so appealing is that the total cost of this process
runs about $250 per tool. These tools are rr?ainly used for injection molding, but can
also be used for sheet forming. The main advantage of this process is the ability to
make large tools easily. Although this technique enables the production of large tools
easily with a short lead-time, the tools produced, however, have high internal stresses,
lack strength and develop cracks relatively quickly. Figure 2-9 briefly illustrates the
plasma spray metal tooling process. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth
look at the technical and business attributes of plasma spray metal tooling. [9-11]
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Figure 2-9: Spray !\Ictal Tooling Diagram (11 J
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2.2.2.5 Rapid Pattern Based Powder Sintering (RPBPS)
Dr. Jack Zhou, a Professor at Drexel University in Philadelphia, PA.,
developed the Rapid Pattern Based Powder Sintering (RPBPS) technique. This
process integrates rapid prototyping with powder sintering. The RPBPS technique
offers a variety of benefits including the ability to use metals, ceramics, composites
and plastics. The lead-time of this process is approximately one week, including
complex molds with a high degree of accuracy and precision. The ability to produce
molds with complex geometries in a short amount of time sets RPBPS apart from 3D
Keltool™. The hardness of the tool depends on the material. For example, the
process produces a tool with a hardness of HRC 30 - 50 for a metal tool or tool steel
powder. The hardness for a tool made of ceramics or alumina powder yields a
hardness of HRC 40 - 70. Along with the hardness of the tools, there is a large tensile
strength of between 50,000 and 75,000 psi, again, depending on the material used. It
is being claimed that tools made with RPBPS will cost approximately one-tenth the
price of a standard production tooling. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-
depth look at the technical and business attributes ofRPBPS.
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Rapid pattern based powder sintering is similar to 3D Keltool™. First, the
CAD file of the intended molded product is used to form a thermoplastic pattern using
a RP system. This pattern is then used to make a "green" tool half, which consists of
material powders and special binders. This "green" tool half is sintered and infiltrated
with copper in a protected atmosphere to increase the final strength and reduce surface
roughness of the tool. In comparison to Keltool™, this process produces molds from
a greater variety of materials and with greater tool hardness. Although RPBPS costs
less per mold these molds produce fewer parts per mold. A dO\\llside to RPBPS is the
additional finish-machining needed after sintering and infiltration. After such
finishing. the mold is tested and released into production. RPBPS can produce a large
number of parts per mold before visible signs of wear on the mold cavity. Figure 2-10
illustrates the steps of the RPBPS process. [12, 13]
2.2.2.6 Rapid Solidification Process (RSP)
The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) have
been developing the Rapid Solidification Process (RSP). RSP typically produces
cavity cores with better accuracy, efficiency, lower cost, and shorter lead-time than the
typical rapid tooling process. The only difference is that the cavity core fits into a
mold frame to produce a complete tool. In RSP, molten metal is sprayed onto a
ceramic or polymer pattern. The metal droplets harden the instant they make contact
with the ceramic or polymer pattern, forming a cavity core. This process is very fast,
efficient, high in resolution and yields high metal properties. However, a major
disadvantage to this process is that it is also a line of sight operation, which will not
allow for all surfaces to be completely covered. These metal properties are typically
even higher than the intrinsic metal properties. Once the pattern has been coated
sufficiently, the pattern is removed and the cavity core is machined and fit into the
mold frame. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical
and business attributes of RSP. Figure 2-11 shows how the RSP tooling process
actually works.
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Figure 2-11: Schematic ofRSP Tooling Process [14]
Work is presently being done on the accuracy of RSP, as well as trying to
increase the applicability to larger patterns. Research is also being done on the
feasibility of adding conformal cooling channels to the mold. The one limitation is the
inability of the process to reproduce parts with high aspect ratio features. [14]
2.2.2.7 PolyStcel™
The PolySteelTh1 technique is being developed by Dynamic Tooling. It is
capable of producing small to large complex prototype parts, and it can also be used
for the production of injection molds with a quick, low-cost lead-time. The process is
much like the aluminum-filled epoxy tooling, except the only difference is the material
used for tool fabric~tion. Dynamic Tooling's three materials. PolySteelTh1 I. II.. III.
.. - ...
boast zero shrinkage and resultant dimensional accuracy. Refer to Appendices A and
B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes of PolyStec11:\1.
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2.2.2.8 RMT Spark
Rapid Moulding Technologies, Ltd. is currently developing the RMT Spark
process, formerly known as the SwifTool™ process. This process is similar to the
aluminum-filled epoxy tooling technique. The preliminary RP of the product is placed
into a molding compound and the parting line is defined. The pattern is then covered
with a fiber-filled, thermoset composite material. The part cures for approximately 1
hour and the molding compound is removed. The process is then repeated to mold the
second half. After finish machining, the ejector pins and runners then need to be
added to the mold.
The net result of this process is a mold, similar to the aluminum-filled epoxy
tooling, but slightly more durable. The fabricated mold, assuming that polypropylene
is the material to be molded, can produce approximately 50,000 parts per mold
depending on the complexity of the part geometry. When an ABS (Acrylonitril
Butabyene Styrene) polymer is used, the parts per mold are closer to 1000 to 2000
parts, due to the higher melt temperatures of the ABS. The higher melt temperatures
cause more wear on the mold surface, decreasing the life of the tool. Refer to
Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes
ofIUvIT Spark. [15,16]
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2.2.2.9 MetalCopy™
The MetalCopyTM technique is a powder-based process developed by the
Swedish Institute of Production Engineering Research. Similar to 3D Keltool™, this
process produces tools with high reproducibility, a 99.5% density and 1.5 flm surface
finish. An advantage is its ability to produce more than 20,000 parts per tool without
significant wear on the tool surface. Depending on the complexity of the geometry,
there is a lead-time of approximately two weeks. Compared to traditional tool making
methods, this process leads to a 50 percent reduction in tooling costs. Refer to
Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes
of MetalCoplM. [16, 17]
2.2.2.10 Laser Tool
Laser Tool was developed with the intention to use a powder-based system that
will be sintered layer by layer. Based on the laser sintering process, a metal powder is
deposited onto a steel platfonn by wipers, with a layer thickness of 0.05 mm. A two
hundred watt laser beam then scans the surface bed at a scan rate of between 100 and
175 mm/s sintering the metal particles together. A specific disadvantage to this
process is that the atmosphere must be controlled and filled with nitrogen. Refer to
Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes
of Laser Tool.
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Typically, sintering causes shrinkage and other minor defects in the part, so
when the part is designed these problems must be taken into consideration. The
dimensions can be accurately controlled if there is pre-contouring and post-contouring
technology used during the process. Because of this contouring, special hardware and
software are needed. Due to the need for this hardware and software, this process is
one of the least common techniques used. However, the surface roughness of the part
ranges between 30 and 40 ~m, while having a hardness of 490 HV30 and transverse
rupture strength of about 420 MPa. If dimensional accuracy is an absolute must, then
an extra step of final grinding and polishing is required. [18]
2.2.2.11 Fusible Metallic Core (FMC)
The fusible metallic core method is ideal for fabricating tools with a complex
geometry and hollow sections. No other method presently available concentrates on
those two characteristics specifically. The fusible metallic core process is similar to
investment casting, except that instead of wax, the material is a low melting point
alloy. The tools fabricated using FMC are typically designed as inserts with the
intemal geometry of the part. These parts are similar to the male mold of the spray
metal tooling technique. except that they are suspended in the mold. Once the mold
has been filled and the tool is hardened, the core is melted away leaving the desired
tool. iviore research is still needed on this process. Refer to Appendices A and B for a
more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes of Fusible i\Ietallic Core.
[6]
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2.2.2.12 Metal Deposition
The last of the indirect rapid hard tooling techniques is the metal deposition
process. There are three different types that are currently being researched. They are
'Spray Metal Deposition', 'Nickel Electroforrning', and 'Nickel Vapor Deposition'.
Each of the three types begins with a preliminary RP of the product. The RP requires
a good surface finish, an incorporated draft angle, and an allowance for shrinkage.
There are two types of spray metal deposition generally used today. The first
is Gas Metal Spraying (GMS). GMS uses a low melting point alloy, which passes
through a small nozzle above the spraying nozzle to coat the RP pattern. A jet of
burning gas melts the metal when the metal crosses in front of the spray nozzle. The
melted metal is then atomized and propelled onto the pattern by a jet stream of air that
is passed through the same nozzle as the burning gas.
The second spray metal process is Arc Metal Spray (AMS), which is also
known as plasma spraying. Both gas metal spraying and arc metal spraying can
generate molds that have the capability of up to 2000 parts per mold. They are fast,
accurate, inexpensive and capable of handling abrasive materials. Refer to
Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes
of metal deposition techniques.
The second type of metal deposition tooling is Nickel Electrofornling. In
nickel elcctrofonning the RP model is sprayed with electrically conducti\'c paint and
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placed in an acid bath containing bags of nickel powder. Once the part is completely
submerged, a voltage is applied to the acid bath. This voltage causes the nickel to
attach to the electrically conductive paint surrounding the preliminary RP of the
product, which forms the desired tool shape. Nickel Electroforming has a multitude of
applications and is currently under-development in order to make it more efficient.
The last metal deposition tooling method is Nickel Vapor Deposition (NVD).
In NVD, the preliminary RP of the product in the desired product shape is heated to
high temperatures and a nickel carbonyl gas is passed over the pattern to coat it. As
the gas is passed over the RP, a layer of nickel is deposited on the pattern and the
nickel is adhered to the pattern. This produces an exact duplicate of the preliminary
RP. This process, however, has a few disadvantages. The main disadvantage is that
NVD is a line of sight process. Much like spray metal tooling, this process cannot
accurately duplicate large holes, thin slots or deep caverns. This is because the nickel
cannot accurately adhere to those locations without missing parts. [1, 19]
2.2.2.13 EcoToolDI
The EcoTool™ process is presently under development at TNO in the
Netherlands and at the Danish Technological Institute (DTl). The EcoTooIH1 process
is very similar to the aluminum-filled epoxy tooling technique. The difference.
however. is that this process uses a tool steel powder binder system instead of the
aluminum-filled epoxy. This binder has flow properties similar to cream and has the
ability to harden at room temperature. Comparing the epoxy resin to the po\\'der
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binder, it is found that the powder binder is more ecologically safe. Another
difference is that with EcoTool™, there is a need for infiltration in order to strengthen
the mold. After infiltration, the mold has a tensile strength between 300 and 400 MPa,
and a compressive strength between 500 and 600 MPa. One unique aspect of this
tooling process is that there have been tests done where glass parts have been made
using this mold with little to no sign ofwear in the mold cavity.
Tests run on parts molded using EcoTool tools have shown shrinkage levels
ranging from 0.1 % to 0.3%. The mold has no size limitations, but typical tools
produced do not exceed 20 kilograms. It takes, on average, two days to build a typical
tool that supports between 10 and 200 parts per mold. This process can be used for
many different types of fabrications including injection molding, and high pressure
aluminum die-casting. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the
technical and business attributes of EcoTooI™. [16,18]
2.3 DIRECT RAPID TOOLING PROCESSES
The ability to fabricate a tool directly from a RP machine is the ultimate
challenge to rapid tooling. Due to this challenge, there are fewer direct tooling
techniques than indirect tooling tcchniques. Rapid prototyping machincs build models
with rclatively soft matcrials. which arc unsuitablc for rapid tooling. Dircct rapid
tooling. howcvcr. produccs a tooL which can withstand thc high tcmperatures and
pressures t)Vically used in injection molding processes.
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Direct tooling has fewer steps in the process than indirect tooling. Direct
tooling fabricates the tool directly on the rapid prototyping·.Plachine, while indirect
tooling requires the fabrication of a preliminary RP of the product first. Direct tooling
was meant to further reduce lead times by streamlining the fabrication of tools. An
initial goal of direct tooling was to overcome the drawbacks and the problems
associated with the indirect tooling methods. Like indirect tooling methods, direct
tooling processes can be broken up into two categories, namely, direct soft tooling and
direct hard tooling. Figure 2-12 illustrates the classification of the direct soft tooling
techniques that are either commercially available or under development.
Direct Soft
Tooling
Figure 2-12: Classification Chart of Direct Soft Tooling Techniques
2.3.1 Direct Rapid Soft Tooling Techniques
Direct rapid soft tooling techniqucs arc typically used for shortcr production
runs. Thcse soft tools are made of a "soft.. plastic or non-metallic material. There are
two direct soft tooling techniques. Thcy are 'Direct AIM' and 'Solvent Welding
Freefoml Fabrication' (SWIFT), of which Direct AIM is thc most commerciallv
knO\\11 process.
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
Direct tooling .has fewer sieps ip the process than indirect tooling. Direct
tooling fabricates the tool directly on the rapid prototyping machine, while indirect
tooling requires the fabrication of a preliminary RP of the product first. Direct tooling
was meant to further reduce lead times by streamlining the fabrication of tools. An
initial goal of direct tooling was to overcome the drawbacks and the problems
associated with the indirect tooling methods. Like indirect tooling methods, direct
tooling processes can be broken up into two categories, namely, direct soft tooling and
direct hard tooling. Figure 2-12 illustrates the classification of the direct soft tooling
techniques that are either commercially available or under development.
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Figure 2-12: Classification Chart of Direct Soft Tooling Techniques
2.3.1 Direct Rapid Soft Tooling Techniques
Direct rapid soft tooling techniques are typically used for shorter production
runs. These soft tools are made of a "soft" plastic or non-metallic material. There are
two direct soft tooling techniques. They are 'Direct AIM' and 'Solvent Welding
Freeform Fabrication' (SWIFT), of which Direct AIM is the most commercially
known process.
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2.3.1.1 Direct AIM™
The Direct AIM™ process begins as a CAD model. While the model of the
tool is still in CAD, the runners, gates and ejector pin clearance holes are added to the
part. Then the pattern is shelled to a thickness of approximately 1.27 mm. Next, the
stereolithography machine uses the STL file to build the core and cavity inserts, using
a mixture of material and epoxy resin developed by 3D Systems. The most common
materials used in Direct AIM are thennoplastics such as ABS, PP, PA66 and PA66
(30% glass filled). Finally, copper cooling channels are inserted into the tool. These
copper cooling channels help increase the thennal properties of the tool and help
reduce cycle time.
To increase the strength of the tool, a thin layer of aluminum granulate is
applied to the back of each insert. A major disadvantage is that the mold demonstrates
significant amounts of wear after only a few hundred parts, which is due to the large
amount of force needed to eject the part from the tool.
To further increase the strength of the molded part, cycle times can be
increased. Longer cycle times allow the material to cool below its glass transition
temperature, thcrcby increasing part strength. Although this is good for the moldcd
part. it is bad for the tool. This increased part strength will dccrcase thc Ii fctimc of thc
tool. To rcmcdy this problcm. cool air nccds to bc blown oycr thc corc to hclp cjcct
thc part out of thc mold. Thc usc of a relcasing agcnt on cycry shot wi II also hclp
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extend the lifetime of these tools. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth
look at the technical and business attributes of Direct AIM™. [5,6]
2.3.1.2 Solventweld~ Freeform Fabrication (SWIFf)
Solvent Welding Freeform Fabrication (SWIFT) IS currently under
development. SWIFT is mainly used for short run production. SWIFT tools have a
lead-time of between one day to two weeks, depending on the shape and complexity of
the part. This process is built one layer at a time. A sheet is fed through a laser
printer, which prints a high-density polyethylene to prevent downward facing surfaces
from being welded to the scrap material. Next, an acetone solvent is applied to the
layer and the sheet is pressed. A shell-milling cutter is then used to mill the thickness
of the sheet. The next sheet is fed through the laser printer and the process is repeated
until the whole part is made.
A disadvantage to this process is that a traditional milling machine cannot mill
undercuts. This process achieves its speed from only milling the required perimeter of
each layer, while other techniques need to fill in the perimeter.
The advantage to this process, however, is that the lead-time of the process is
about two hours with a cost of raw materials being about one dollar. Tests to date
have shown that at least 50 parts per mold can be produced with no signs of \\'ear.
There is also a need for generous draft angles and ejector pins. Refer to Appendices A
and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes of SWIFT. [20]
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2.3.2 Direct Rapid Hard Tooling Techniques
Direct rapid hard tooling techniques are those that require no intermediate
steps to manufacture long-term production tools. Figure 2-13 illustrates the
classification of the direct hard tooling techniques that are either commercially
available or under-development.
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Figure 2-13: Classification Chart of Direct Hard Tooling Techniques
2.3.2.1 Selectiye Laser Sintering Studies (SLS)
Aside from silica sand. there are other materials being researched for laser
sintering. Of those materials. boron and copper are the most predominant. It should
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2.3.2 Direct Rapid Hard Tooling Techniques
Direct rapid hard tooling techniques are those that require no intermediate
steps to manufacture long-term production tools. Figure 2-13 ill ustrates the
classification of the direct hard tooling techniques that are either commercially
available or under-development.
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2.3.2.1 Selective Laser Silltering Studies (SLS)
Aside from silica sand, there are other materials being researched for laser
sintering. Of those materials, boron and copper are the most predominant. It should
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be stated that the addition of boron is still in the experimental stages, although some
good results have been observed. With the addition of boron, researchers have found
that the boron levels need to be maintained at less than 0.4%. As long as the levels are
below 0.4%, the additions positively affect the sintering process. Even though it has
proved to be an effective aid to the process, if the composition has more than 0.4% of
boron the mechanical properties will decrease. It is a highly reactive element and if it
is added to a higher loading content, it will start to form compounds with the alloy and
decrease the mechanical properties. These extremely hard, brittle borides will be
located along the grain boundaries and adversely affect the mechanical properties. [21]
Also, the addition of boron will decrease the aging process of the steel, making the
steel less desirable.
On the same token, copper can also be used as a structural material during the
sintering process. Copper is used because of its good thennal conductivity, high
electrical conductivity, and its inexpensive cost. During the sintering process, the
liquid binder penetrates the copper particles and arranges the particles into a network,
thereby, strengthening the microstructure of the part. A final infiltration with an
epoxy is needed to increase the surface finish and to increase the part density. Refer to
Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes
ofSLS. [21. 22]
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2.3.2.2 Laser Sintered Metal Tooling (DMLS)
Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) is a layer-by-layer process that produces
accurate tools with little or no shrinkage. This accuracy is due to high power laser
sintering and the use of a special non-shrinking steel metal powder. DMLS has a short
lead-time of about one to four weeks. This process is suitable for a wide range of
tasks, especially for tools requiring good surface accuracy and high detail resolution.
The high detail resolution is due to the use of fine-grained powders. This tool is
typically used for short production runs and high pressure die-casting.
Currently, research is being done on this process in an attempt to increase the
range of abilities of DMLS. Researchers are looking into the optimization of powders
to help increase accuracy and achieve better surface finish. "Powders with high
packing density, a high flow rate and low oxygen content are preferred." [23). Still,
others are looking at improving surface finish and strength by using plating
technology. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical
and business attributes of DMLS. [23, 24)
2.3.2.3 RapidToolD1 and DirectTooID1
RapidToolThI is a selectivc laser sintering process from 3D systems. which uses
a pOl)l11er-coated stcel powdcr. It is often thought of as a bridgc tooling process.
which "bridges the gap" between the hard and soft tooling techniques.
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The RapidTool™ process starts by producing a "green" tool using a laser fused
binder to hold the steel particles together. Next, the "green" tool is transferred into a
furnace to eliminate the binder, then sinter the steel powder, and finally infiltrate the
tool with copper to provide extra strength. It should be noted that in addition to the
increase in strength, infiltration increases the density and reduces the total shrinkage.
The main advantage to RapidTool™ is the direct fabrication of the metal part
to be used as a core or a cavity insert for injection molding. A major disadvantage of
RapidTool™; however, is the stair-stepping finish that is obtained, which would
warrant post finishing operation.
Furthermore, two new materials were developed for the RapidTool™ process.
These two materials are 'LaserForm™' and 'copper polyamide (PA)'. There are only
few differences in the process due to these materials.
When the LaserFornl™ material is used, the sintered "green" tool is infiltrated
with bronze at an OVf~n temperature of 1070°C. Once the oven cycle is complete, the
completed tool will have a composition of 60% stainless steel and 40% bronze.
However, the copper-PA material does not require a furnace cycle. In the
place of the furnace cycle, an epoxy is used to seal the surfaces. The tool is then
sanded and backed with a metal alloy. The use of this material reduces the cycle time
and produces 100 to 400 parts per mold.
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The EOS DirectTool™ process is similar to the RapidTool™ process, except
that DirectTool™ requires a special machine. Also, the molds that are produced are
porous and usually need to undergo an infiltration with an epoxy resin in order to
increase strength. [6] The final mold also requires finish polishing. The main use for
this process is to produce complex inserts and for parts with surfaces which cannot be
machined directly. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the
technical and business attributes of RapidTool™ and DirectTool™ .[5,6]
2.3.2.4 3D Printing
This process was developed at MIT in the early 1990's, and has since been
licensed to six companies. 3D printing was developed for the rapid and flexible
production of prototype parts, end use parts and tools directly from a CAD model. [25]
The main difference between 3D printing and the other techniques mentioned above is
that 3D printing can be used for any geometry and material, while the others have
limitations on geometry and materials. The CAD model is first sliced into layers, then
the tool is built up layer-by-layer, and, finally, the layers are carefully laid down on a
lowering platfonll. Applying binder in the desired locations to fonn each layer is
similar to an inkjet printer. In order to remove the unnecessary support material. the
tool is heat-treated and the tool is finished.
3D printing has the versatility to fonn anything that can be draml in CAD.
assuming that the excess powder and support material has a way of getting away from
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the part during the heat treatment. The most favorable characteristic of this process is
the ease of control over the material composition.
3D printing has been the leader in the use of ceramics and metal for rapid
tooling. Reportedly, this process greatly reduces the time-to-market, enhances product
quality and most importantly reduces tooling costs. Some of the applications of 3D
printing are listed below:
• Ceramic Shells for Direct Casting of Metal Parts
• Structural Ceramics
• Direct Metal Tools
• Composite and Functionally Gradient Parts
• Medical Applications
• Porous Ceramic Filters
• Appearance Models
• Experimental Geometries
Two major disadvantages restrict 3D printing. First, the tool can only produce
a small number of parts per mold before showing signs of wear on the surface of the
tool. Second, finishing operations, such as grinding and polishing, are needed to
achieve the desired surface finish. A few advantages, however, are the reduced cycle
times, the presence of confom1al cooling channels, if desired, and a fully dense tool. It
should also be noted that 3D printing could only produce about 40 parts per mold.
which in comparison to the other processes is quite low. 3D printing can also be used
as a hard tooling technique. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at
the technical and business attributes of 3D Printing. [25].
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2.3.2.5 Laminated Object Manufacturing (LaM)
Laminated object manufacturing (LOM) was developed by Helysis
Corporation and is now owned by Cubic Technologies. When it was first developed,
the primary material was paper. Originally, the main uses for this process were the
fabrication of prototypes and casting models. Since then, it has grown to include
metals. This process involves using modified Helysis 1015 or 2030 machines. These
machines use a type cast powder metal or a ceramic sheet, which is cut by a laser, and
stacks the layers together. Once the layers are stacked together, the resultant tool is
placed into a furnace, and sintered to bind the layers together.
In 1996, a process known as the 'Lastfonn programme' began as an attempt to
develop a method of manufacturing dies for a wide range of aerospace and automotive
processes including metal pressing, resin transfer molding and injection molding to
name a few. [16] This process shows potential of time saving and improved process
efficiency. In addition to the produced tool, confomlal cooling channels are added to
further reduce the cycle time per mold. This process is typically used for larger molds
in the aerospace and automobile industry. An advantage to LOM is that it is capable
of little or no material loss. Another advantage is that the material used is standard
sheet metal. The disadvantage to this process is that it requires special software and
hardware. Not much has been found on this series of testing. but results should be
ayailable soon. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical
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and business attributes of LOM. Figure 2-14 illustrates how the LOM process works.
[16]
LASER
Figure 2-14: Schematic of LOM Process [16J
2.3.2.6 Laser and High Speed Milling
Two very similar Direct Rapid Hard Tooling techniques are 'laser milling' and
'high-speed milling'. Both of these techniques are limited to line of sight and the
degree ofangle of the cutting tool. There are, however, a few differences.
Deckel Maho Gildemeister of Germany developed the 'laser milling'
technique. This process uses a non-contact technique enabling sharp and straight
cavity comers, which are hard to achieve \\ith conventional techniques. This process
also allows for the use of many different materials, especially ceramics. The
drawbacks to this method: however. are the limited angle of inclination. limiting it to a
geometrical freedom of about 20". the width-to-depth ratio is limited to I:2.5. and the
process creeps along at a pace of about 2cchour. maximum.
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Opposite the slow meticulous process of 'Laser milling', is the 'high-speed
milling' process. Here, the process is done using high-cutting speeds, high rotational
speeds, high feed rates, and small diameter mills. The combination of cutting speed
and small diameter of the milling cutter allows for accurate and smooth cavity cuts.
The mill cutting diameter is typically less than 25 mm and the spindle can vary from
15,000 - 40,000 rpms with a max speed of 160,000 rpms. Refer to Appendices A and
B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes of high-speed and
laser milling. [18]
2.3.2.7 Stratoconception
The 'Stratoconception' technique is commercially available in France by
Cirtes. This technique is ideal for rapid tooling because it reduces time to market by
utilizing concurrent engineering. This technique takes a CAD model and
manufactures it layer-by-layer without any lag in design or manufacturing. The
process is a combination of computer calculations and user input. Once a STL file is
generated the computer takes control. First, the cutting plane is detem1ined, taking
into account the layer thickness. precision, and surface ratio for each layer. These
layers are called "Stratum". Next the computer calculates where the sti ffeners and
straightening plugs arc needed. Once these calculations arc made, the CAD filc is
shown on the screen with the layers outlined. Upon acceptance of the calculated layer
thickness. precision and orientation by the user. the tool paths are generated. tools are
chosen. and the profile optimized. Next. the profile of each layer is detenllined and
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cut from the material. The typical materials used in 'Stratoconception' are treated and
untreated steels and plastics. Depending on the material used and its properties, the
cutting is done mostly by laser or water jet. Once all the layers are cut, the tool is
assembled using the geometric inserts for alignment. These parts are used to help
understand the mechanical properties, limits and potential production problems.
Figure 2-15: A tool made with the Stratoconception Technique [26J
This fast process has no limitations on shape, material, or size. This process is
especially good for parts with undercuts, or hollow parts where other techniques fall
short. With' Stratoconception', the time-to-market is reduced by about 25 to 30
percent depending on the complexity of the shape. Foundry, plasturgy, and metal
fonning are the three main applications for this technique. Figure 2-15 demonstrates a
model of 'Stratoconception·. An idea of the layer thickness can be seen in the figure
indicated below. Also. notice the detail that is achievable with this process. Refer to
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Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes
of 'Stratoconception'.
A process called Strato-hard metal is currently under development at the same
company. This process is very similar in nature to 'Stratoconception'. The main
differences, however, are in the better regulation of material temperature, gas release
during the process, and a large savings in weight. The company has not yet posted
much data on this method, but claims that this adapted version of 'Stratoconception'
will have a short lead-time and large cost reductions. [18, 26]
2.3.2.8 Laser Sintering of Silica Sand
Laser sintering of silica sand was developed to assist in sand cast-molding, at
the National University of Singapore. Sand is being studied because the foundry
industry is the primary user of this technology. A unique property of the silica sand
technique is that the material, silica, is actually made of 18 different materials. Of
these 18 materials, four materials act as the binding material holding the sand together.
These four materials, aluminum, calcium, magnesium, and chlorine, have a lower
melting point, which causes the materials to liquefy before any other materials in the
silica and thereby binding the materials together.
Tests were done on different processing parameters such as the scan speed and
the laser power applied to the part. It was found that a laser power of 80 \V and a scan
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speed of 100 mm S-1 demonstrated the best results. With these parameters, the layer
strength was good and the surface finish was the smoothest.
After the laser sintering process, an infiltration step is needed in order to
increase the strength, surface finish and density of the tool. During the infiltration
process, a special formula is painted on the tool and then baked in an oven at 200°e.
Only mechanical strength of the tool was greatly affected by this infiltration.
Once every step of the process is complete, the total time to mold completion
is approximately 22 hours. The lead-time, however, is only accurate for a part of
relatively small dimensions. The dimensional accuracy is good, with a low surface
roughness value of about 25.4 /lm. Compared with conventional fabrication
processes; the sand-casting mold process reportedly reduces errors arising from
pattern fabrication, although these errors can be controlled within an acceptable range.
Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business
attributes of Laser sintering of Silica Sand. [27]
2.3.2.9 Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS)
Sandia National Laboratories originally devcloped 'Laser Engineered Nct
Shaping' (LENS). This process requircs special equipmcnt that can be purchased
directly from the company Optomec Inc. LENS can create metal tools directly from
CAD files using materials such as 316 steel. H13 tool steel. tungsten. and titanium
carbide cennets. ~Iuch like RP. the LENS process is also an additive process. Each
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layer is melted, injected with metal powder, and then solidified. Comparing a tool
from LENS to a tool from sintering, a LENS tools has better mechanical properties
than a sintered tool. This is due to the fact that the tool becomes fully dense as it is
built and not after it is sintered. When tools are sintered they are apt to shrinkage,
whereas, the tools in LENS do not shrink.
The advantages to this process are the superior mechanical properties, the
ability to make complex tools, and the reduced post-processing requirements. The
disadvantages, however, slightly outweigh the advantages. This process is limited to a
small number of materials and the unit has a large physical size requiring a large area
to house the equipment. Lastly, the unit has high power consumption due to the high
laser wattage. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the teclmical
and business attributes of LENS. [28]
2.3.2.1 0 ProMetal™
Extrude Hone developed the ProMetal™ technology. This process is based
directly on MIT's 3D Printing technique. ProMetal™ print heads deposit droplets of
binding solution on the powder, which is spread by a similar print head that sweeps
across the lowering table. The binder droplets only fall on desired locations. bonding
each layer until all cross-sections have been built. The result is a precision-made tool
that possesses unparalleled resolution.
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Figure 2-16 is a diagram of the process of ProMetai™. The ProMetal™
process begins with a CAD file and is then built using 3D printing technology.
Following the completion of the build, the tool is placed in a furnace and sintered and
infiltrated to achieve full tool density. This process offers the advantage of good
mechanical properties. The parts final composition is approximately 60% steel and
40% bronze. There is a considerable amount of finishing required for a good surface
finish; however, these molds can be used to make hundreds of thousands of parts with
almost any plastic. Refer to Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the
technical and business attributes of ProMetalTM. [18, 29]
Build Piston
r._"--_ Metal Powder
spreader un~ Print Head unit
Print metal powder together layer
by layer to create one or more
parts simultaneously
Figure 2-16: Diagram ofProI\letalD1 Process 129)
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2.3.2.11 Laminated Laser Cut Cavities (LLCC)
'Laminated laser cut cavities' (LLCC) were originally developed by CRill.
The process is similar to the laminated tooling process, where the thin metal sheets are
cut to form by high power CO2 lasers, stacked, and then assembled to produce the
required cavity. This process is mainly used for parts greater than 250 mm and is
made using thermoplastics. The parts produced are able to withstand very high
temperatures and high pressure conditions. CRill claims that this process can have a
cost reduction of up to 65%, assuming the surface aspect is not an issue. On the same
token, if the surface aspect is necessary, the cost reduction is not so dramatic. Refer to
Appendices A and B for a more in-depth look at the technical and business attributes
of LLCC. [30]
2.4 MATERIAL ADVANCES
Standard rapid prototyping materials cannot be uscd for most cases anymore
due to the nature of rapid tooling and the need for multiple part production cycles per
mold. There have been many advances in matcrial rcscarch ovcr thc years in an
attempt to find bcttcr suitable materials to assist in the success of rapid tooling. The
Institute for Polymer Tcsting and Polymer Science (lKP) and thc Fraunhofer Institutc
for Chemical Technologies (FhG/ICT) hayc donc a largc amount of research in this
area. Depending on the need for production. the metal tools are reliablc for small
production batch sizes. but thc usc of resin is much cheaper. faster. and often times
morc accurate. 1\lost importantly. thc process yariablcs such as cooling times and
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cycle times playa huge role in the decision of what material and process to use. One
company even suggested the union of two different techniques to achieve the best
quality product possible. Tests have been done on a few of the more common
processes used today, such as '3D KeltooI™,, 'Metal Spraying', 'Investment Casting',
'Powder Based' techniques, and 'Cast Resin' Techniques.
In the case of 'metal spraying,' currently these processes use low melting
temperature alloys. This is because of the cheap cost and its ability to mold thousands
of parts with one mold. The most important factor in the selection of the proper alloy
is the thermal properties of the rapid prototype's material.
'Rapid Steel' is primarily used to create steel/copper mold inserts and to help
save money and time. This material offers a steel hardness of P20, durability, high
thennal conductivity, and wears like traditional tool steels generating over 100,000
parts per mold. This material is used in the selective laser sintering process. A few
disadvantages to this material are that it can be expensive and has a huge potential for
secondary finishing.
'Investment casting' uses rapid prototype pattems as "lost models" because the
pattems are dissolved at the end of the process. Two types of RP molds are produced
in one from a stereolithography process. and the other from laser sintered polyst)Tene
and polycarbonate. Some of the issues run into using these processes are shrinkage of
the pattem during the process. thick walled part thcnnal expansion causing intcmal
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stresses, and surface failures of the patterns. To solve these problems, materials with a
smaller particle size, such as the True Form material from DTM, can be used.
In some cases, powder based processes such as '3D Keltool™, and 'metal
laser sintering' processes working with silicone rubber molds and polymer binders,
respectively, can be used instead of investment casting to achieve better parts. In both
cases, a furnace step is required to increase the strength of the parts and to fill the
porous structures.
Copper polyamide is another possible material that has been developed to use
In a mold for short production runs of production equivalent plastic parts. This
material, developed by DTM, is a thermally conductive composite of copper and
plastic. An advantage to this material is that it is suitable for injection molding using
polyethylene, polypropylene and glass filled polypropylene, polystyrene, ABS,
PCIABS, and other common plastics. Copper-polyamide has a lead-time 0 f about four
days, and allows for ejector pins, runners, gates, cooling channels, and sprues to be
built right into the part. Despite all these advantages, this material is very expensive.
Polymer-tooling inserts are considered more often than other tools because of
the cost savings that tooling inserts provide. The setbacks to these inserts, compared
to the previously mentioned proccsscs. are the lack of strcngth and low thennal
stability. Rescarch has shown that the usc of cooling channels is feasible. but
ineffecti\'c: and therefore. the cycle time is increascd bccausc of the inability to
decrease the cooling time of the parts.
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Using cast resins as a test bed, it was found that the addition of alumin~m
increased the mechanical strength and the thennal conductivity of the mold inserts.
Other materials were added to the resins in an attempt to increase mold strength.
However, aluminum is demonstrating the largest increase in mold strength. The use of
material filled resins is helping polymer tooling become a competitor of metal tooling
processes, but more research is needed before it is a true competitor.
Another molding material known as 'Cibatool-Express™ 2000', has been
specifically designed for tools possessing high strength and excellent thermal
resistance. This material produces accurate molds, with little or no finishing required
at a very fast rate. A major setback to this material is the inability to produce complex
geometries or, if a problem occurs, it is difficult to refill or fix. [23, 31, 32]
2.5 SELECTING THE RIGHT PROCESS
Selecting the right process depends on a number of different variables and is a
very complex decision. Every detail about the desired outcome needs to be known.
Questions such as, can a generic material be used? Does it need to be the final product
material? How accurate do the surface finish and the geometry need to be in the part?
What are the properties of the material being injected into this mold? What kind of
lead-time is expected? These are only some of the questions that need to be answered
when deciding on the right process. One important factor to keep in mind is that while
direct RP tool generation may haye the fastest lead time. one of the indirect tooling
methods might otTer a slower lead time but a cheaper. more accurate resultant tool.
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Selecting the right process at this point in the development of tooling can make or
break a company. So, in-order to meet this goal, every factor of each process needs to
be evaluated and compared to the desired outcome, before the final decision is made
as to which is the right process for the project. A complete diagram of the many rapid
tooling processes discussed in the report can be found in Appendix C. Also, for a
good comparison of the entire process field, please refer to Appendices A and B,
which compares different processes side by side separated by the technical and
business attributes.
2.6 PROCESS DIAGRAMS
Process diagrams are a very useful resource when selecting the proper
teclmique. These diagrams illustrate the process itself from idea generation to finished
tool, along with its respective technical attributes and business attributes. While
assisting in selecting the right process for a specific application, these process
diagrams also help to understand each technique.
Each of the above technique's process-steps are presented in flow-chart type
fashion in Appendices D, E, and F. Appendix D. Process Steps for each Technique is
a spreadsheet with each technique's steps written out. Appendix E. "Wiring" Diagram
starting CAD i\lodel of Product and Appendix F. "Wiring" Diagram Starting CAD
Model of Tool can be tenned as a "wiring" diagram fonnat showing all the techniques
process steps sidc-by-side. which required classifications or simplifications of the
steps.
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2.7 SUMMARY
In short, the field of rapid tooling hasn't quite caught on in the large scale.
Many companies are still skeptical of the need for rapid tooling, but it is slowly
catching-on as companies look for ways to save money and time. Currently, the
majority of molds are still made using subtractive fabrication, or production molding.
The idea of rapid tooling, however, isn't to completely replace production tooling, but
to work in conjunction with production tooling. Rapid tooling processes are used to
identify molding problems, produce market test specimens, and for short production
runs to make up for the delay in production.
Rapid tooling has evolved from rapid prototyping and extends the benefits of
reduced cost and time to the crucial area of prototype and functional product tooling.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to recommend one tooling method for all applications,
for each has its advantages and disadvantages. The field of rapid tooling will continue
to grow as companies and universities increase the productivity, strength, durability,
lower costs, and reduce lead times to make better processes.
Rapid tooling has gained attention 111 many other fields than originally
anticipated, which range from motor vehicles, to consumer products and also to
academia. "This strong and consistent growth in salcs and the widesprcad use of the
technology, prcscnt ycry optimistic prospects for the futurc of rapid manufacturing".
[32] The ncxt stcp is to usc this infomlation in an cxpcrt systcm to hclp idcntify the
appropriatc tcchniquc to usc for cach application.
,,-
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3 BACKGROUND OF EXPERT SYSTEMS
3.1 WHAT ARE EXPERT SYSTEMS
In its most basic meaning, an expert system is a solution to programming
artificial intelligence. Expert systems, along with artificial intelligence became
popular in the late 1970's and a significant amount of research has been done in both
areas. An expert system can be defined as "an intelligent computer program that uses
knowledge and inference procedures to solve problems that are difficult enough to
require significant human expertise for their solutions." [33]
Expert systems were designed to replace the human experts that currently solve
problems. An expert is a person who is very knowledgeable and skilled in a certain
area. These experts solve problems more efficiently than the common individual. The
early 1970's saw the first expert system developed. These first systems relied entirely
on the knowledge of the expert writing the program. As research has continued,
expert systems have become more intelligent and can solve more complicated
problems.
An expert system can solve a function which would need a human expert, or it
can act as an assistant to human experts. For example, when having computer
problems, a customer will call thc support staff and through a series of questions the
staff will be ablc to pin point the problem. The expert systcm in this case. is the
qucstions and respectivc answers which then narrow down all the possibilities to
achievc the solution. Even with these computer run expert systems. getting the correct
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interface between human and machine is the most common problem in getting these
programs to work effectively. The typical tasks of an expert system can involve, but
are not limited to:
• the interpretation of data ( such as sonar signals),
• diagnosis of malfunctions ( such as equipment faults or human disease),
• structural analysis of complex objects ( such as chemical compounds),
• configuration of complex objects ( such as computer systems), and
• planning sequences of actions (such as might be performed by robots). [34]
Currently there are non-expert system programs that can perform these tasks
and don't require special software. However, the expert system is exponentially better
and more accurate than any of these alternate programs. There are so many different
capabilities of expert systems that they can be applied to almost any application. The
list above is simply a sampling of the possible tasks that an expert system can perfornl.
There are some characteristics of expert systems that are common to all of the
systems.
Each expert system inspires human reasoning, performs reasoning sequences
and solves problems by heuristic methods, not analytical techniques. These three
characteristics differentiate expert systems from other and more conventional
reasoning methods.
The first characteristic, inspiring human reasoning. demonstrates the ability of
an cxpcrt system to solve problems beyond thc knowlcdgc of thc cxpert. Thc program
utilizes thc solving tcchniqucs of thc expert. and builds on thcm to solvc the problem
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quicker and more accurately. The expert system will not only use mathematical or
analytical methods to solve problems, but begin to "think" like a human and use
deductive reasoning methods.
The main function of an expert system is to reason the solution by using its
knowledge base. There are two main parts to an expert system, the knowledge base
and the program. These two parts are kept apart because the knowledge is typically
input into the program in a specific form, and then the program is written to search
through the spatial information to determine the appropriate answer. This is the
reasoning characteristic of an expert system.
The last characteristic of expert systems, heuristic analysis, demonstrates the
previous two characteristics in action. This characteristic builds on the knowledge
base by identifying "rules of thumb" to govern a large group of information. These
rules will then be used to help the programs run quickly.
There are a few characteristics which will help differentiate between artificial
intelligence and expert systems. Expert systems are able to run quickly and
accurately, solve problems that would typically take a large amount of human
knowledge, and are capable of explaining the reasoning behind a speci fic answer.
Artificial intelligence programs do not run quickly and do not always output the
correct answer. For a program to be a true expert system, it must be faster and more
accurate than a human expert.
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A major difference between artificial intelligence (AI) and an expert system is
the ability of an expert system to solve "real world" problems based on its knowledge
base and rules. AI, however, can only concentrate on abstract ideas to learn the rules
that an expert system uses, and then the AI can mathematically solve the solution. The
answers are typically incorrect and often take a significant amount oftime.
The last difference between AI and expert systems is the ability to explain the
answer and the reasoning used. Expert systems are designed to explain the solution so
as to convince the user that the answer is correct. An expert system can be written for
any number of applications, as stated before, which means that there will be a wide
variety of people using the software. These people need to be able to depend on the
expert system to give the right answer, so therefore the explanation of the answer is
necessary to prove itself. Since AI is typically used as a research device, a limited
number of people will use it, so the explanations of the answers are often not as
necessary. The mind set of an expert system developer is to set up the software so that
whoever uses it can be confident in the solution. On the other hand, the person
developing the AI program is the person who will be using the software, so he or she
knows how it works and how the AI program is obtaining its answer.
Building an expert system requires three key steps. The first step is the
knowledge acquisition. It is here where the base knowledge is gathered and
interpreted by the developer. Knowledge acquisition is described as "the transfer and
transfonnation of potential problem-soh'ing expertise from some knowledge source to
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a program." [34] This knowledge is collected from the human experts and then input
into the system in a special fonnat. The infonnation is typically collected by
interviews and extensive research by one or several individuals. This infonnation is
then taken to a "knowledge engineer" who will interpret the collected infonnation and
write the infonnation into a specific fonnat for the system to understand and
manipulate. This is the most important step in the development of an expert system
because if any infonnation becomes inconsistent the whole system will stall.
It is in this step that the knowledge engineer must ensure that the infonnation
is consistent across the board so that the program runs smoothly. One of the most
common problems with collecting data is that the experts all have their own slang for
certain components or processes. It often takes a very in-depth look at the infonnation
gathered to ensure that infonnation that might be presented differently doesn't actually
mean the same thing. For example, two experts explaining the same topic go into
great detail of the process. The first expert explains the process from start to finish in
simple tenns; however, the second expert explains the whole process in technical
tenns making it very difficult to understand. It is these differences which make the
knowledge acquisition step very difficult and time consuming.
A second issue with knowledge acquisition is the ability to represent all the
infonnation in great detail. This means that while the general idea of a process is
known. the principles that guide the process along are unknown. For example. if a
technician sees that a machine has broken down. he can tell you exactly what can
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cause these break downs and where the main problems are, but he cannot tell you how
it happens or how often these problems will occur.
Another issue with this step is that most experts obtain their knowledge
through experience. The idea of "learning from your mistakes" is typically not a trait
of an expert system. An expert can tell the knowledge engineer how to fix a specific
problem and what works in most cases, but it is in the cases which don't have a prior
experience where the system runs into problems. The expert system relies mostly on
the base knowledge and the developed rules, not on experience.
The second step is taking all of the acquired knowledge and determining a way
of representing all the information in common groups. Representing data can be easy
or difficult, depending on the data collected. The information must be sorted into
groups which have common traits and relationships. Then these groups are given a
specific symbol or characteristic title so that the program can understand the
relationship between group A and group B. The better defined the groups; the easier it
is to pull infonnation from each group quickly. In most cases, symbolic notation is
used mainly because it is much easier for computers to understand. For example, if
the data collected was as listed below:
• Apple: red. smooth,
• Orange: Orange, squishy
• Leaf: green. rough
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After inspecting the data, it was determined that there are two classifications
that the three objects fall into, color and feel. These two classifications allow the
system to accurately compare the apple, orange, and leaf together, as seen below in
Table 3-1. A more in-depth look at knowledge representation can be found in sections
3.3 and 3.4 of this chapter.
Once the data is accurately represented, the process of using the data has to be
determined. An expert system can use a number of techniques to "page through" all
the information gathered, and some techniques are better than others. There are basic
knowledge representation techniques: forward or backward chaining, hypothetical
reasoning, or explanation facilities. These are just a few of the different techniques
used to obtain a result of a specific problem. This paper will only touch on the
technique that was chosen during research due to the large number of techniques used
to solve expert systems.
Color Feel
Red, Apple Smooth, Apple
Orange, Orange Squishy, Orange
Green, Leaf Rough, Leaf
Table 3-1: Data Classification
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3.2 BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
None of the expert system technology would be possible without the use of
artificial intelligence (AI). AI is the basis for expert systems. By definition, AI is a
"branch of computer science dealing with the simulation of intelligent behavior in
computers, and has the capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human behavior."
(Webster's Dictionary) This means that computers are designed and programmed to
do things that humans do. The difficulty in programming computers to do human
tasks is that humans have the ability for judgmental reasoning, perceptional thinking
and a large amount of memory. It is also difficult to program a computer to learn from
its mistakes, however with AI, this is becoming possible.
In its most basic form, AI is a human emulator. The AI systems are designed
to perform all the tasks that a human can do, but much more efficiently and accurately.
Humans have problems with extremely involved calculations while computers do
those types of problems very easily. AI has the ideal human thought process and does
things in the proper manner without using shortcuts. Even though computers will
typically do things the "long" way, they are much faster than any human; this is what
makes AI so popular.
Artificial intelligence began as a game playing device and later became the
theory proving machine that it is today. When AI was first introduced. it was being
used to program games to run without needing an opponent. For example. computer
games which play zero players. meaning no human interaction. :\ game like chess
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would be played by the computer until the computer has beaten itself. Another form
of AI would be playing a typically two player game as a single player game. If you
were to play the same chess game, you could play the computer and the computer
would be able to react to your movements and move accordingly. This form of AI is
very simple compared to some of the other things it is used for today. AI is used as a
classification tool which allows users to determine which type of animal a lion is for
example. This is a basic use for AI now, but the most powerful uses are governmental
applications, which are top secret. AI is typically used as a method of representing
knowledge for use in expert systems.
3.3 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
As stated before, the most important step in developing expert systems is to
determine a way of representing all the useful knowledge that was gained through
interviews and in-depth research. While being the most important step, it is also the
most difficult process because the bettcr the representation thc bettcr the system runs.
Thc best source of infom1ation is thc expcrts themsclvcs. Howcvcr, gctting
infonnation from them can be di fficult. Often timcs, cxperts havc bccn using a
particular proccss for such a long timc, it has becomc sccond nature to them. This
makes it difficult for them to explain what they do. A good example of this is riding a
bike. Most people are taught how to ride a bike at a young age, and then through the
years of practice, it has becomc second nature. So now when a child has ridden a bike
for long time, the\' couldn't really explain how it works or how to ride a bike.
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Therefore, when collecting data, the interviewer has to be patient and ask questions
that will probe the expert causing the expert to recall certain things that can help
explain the process in question.
Another reason for the difficulty in collecting data is that technology and
information is changing every day. Technology, for example, is constantly being
improved and because of this experts have difficulties keeping up to date on
technology which will in turn cause them to lose track of the previous techniques.
This can be stressful and often times experts will not set up interviews with people to
learn the process, because they are so busy keeping up themselves. This causes
information to get lost or never be recorded.
Since the knowledge representation step is very important, it is important to be
very organized. Organization will help the programmer identify similarities between
inforn1ation and apply the infonnation to the program. The best way to organize the
data is to index, file, or label everything in such a manner that it would take someone a
very short amount of time to get the desired infonnation. Having all the inforn1ation
organized will help the programmer organize the data in the expert system which in
turn helps the system run quicker and more accurately.
Once the organizational scheme has been detern1ined. thcn thc programmer has
to cnsurc that the computer program will be able to acccpt and utilizc thc infonnation.
If thc computcr docsn't cxccpt thc organization schcmc. thc programmcr simply nceds
to program thc systcm to recognize the nc\\" schcme. This is a '-cry casy stcp because
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"many representational schemes that appear to be distinct can be shown to be formally
equivalent." [34]
There are two main characteristics of knowledge representation, and they are
syntax and semantics. Each of these characteristics is very important since the
computers rely heavily on both of them. The syntax simply refers to a set of rules for
relating the infonnation and the organizational scheme language. While the semantics
refer to how specific infonnation within the database should be understood. Without
proper syntax and information semantics, expert systems will not run efficiently or
accurately.
The best way to increase the accuracy and the efficiency of the expert system
is to have the expert write the program. Presently, most expert systems are developed
by people who are second or third party to the information. This means that they are
told how things work and how things need to be, but when it comes down to the fine
details, the only person completely comfortable with the information is the expert.
Especially during the trouble shooting stage of development, an expert will know
exactly what is happening when the correct answer is being output; therefore it is
corrected right away. When a second or third party developer is troubleshooting the
problems, it will take a significant amount of time to complete, because they ha\"e to
identify the problem and then figure out what is wrong with it. This means more
con\"ersations with the experts and/or more research.
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There are many different techniques to represent and utilize data within an
expert system. Some programs use what is called a depth-first approach, while others
use a breadth-first approach. In a depth-first approach, the user will ask for a certain
relationship and begin running the program. The expert system will then search the
entire database for matches of the first part of the relationship. Once it has reached the
end of the database it moves on to the next part of the relationship and cancels things
out as they don't match. On the other hand, in the breadth-first approach, the expert
system will find a match to the first part of the relationship andlheck if the next part
of the relationship is satisfied, if not it continues on. If it does match, it checks the
next part of the relationship until it has reached a match. Either technique work
equally well, with the main difference being speed. The breadth-first approach can be
faster for some applications while the depth-first approach can be faster for others. It
really depends on the application that the expert system is being used.
Another possible technique is the use of schematas. These schematas are
based on the previous two techniques, but have the ability for a more complex
knowledge structurc. This technique is used to help an cxpert system leam from
mistakes. An expert system can be taught to continue with positivc outcomes and
never repeat any ncgative outcomes. This means that when a system calculates an
answcr in a long. ineffcctivc manner. it won't try that proccss again if a similar
question is asked. Thc computcr will continuc to usc thc good process until it finds a
problcm \\'ith that proccss. A sccond t)lJC of schcmata is thc conccptual schcmata,
With this t~vc of schcmata. gcncral propcrties distinguish bctwccn objccts. This
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allows a program to remove human expert bias and correctly identify objects that a
human may identify incorrectly. These conceptual schematas allow computers
freedom from stereotypes and bias which are prominent in humans.
A third technique in knowledge representation is to use frames. A frame is a
type of relationship used when there is a large amount of common knowledge about a
specific object. For example, all computers have mother boards, monitors, keyboards,
cooling fans, hard drives, etc... Although all computers have these characteristics in
common with each other, there are many different brands, sizes, component
capabilities. The frame is the default setting of an object and each of the categories
has a specific answer. It is these answers that the computer will search through to get
the output that the user wants. Table 3-2, below, is a frame for a Dell computer.
Manufacturer DELL
Model Inspiron 600M
Processor Intel Centrino 1.6 GHz
Hard Drive 40 GBs
Table 3-2: Frame Example
These techniques are all good ways to represent infom1ation. Each technique
has its benefits and its disadvantages, so it basicallv comes down to using the
- ..1 .....
technique which is the most appropriate for the application. Some representations
work well for some applications and some shouldn't even be considered.
iO
As can be seen in the previous section, there are plenty of ways to represent the
knowledge base. The symbolic representation is a good way to relate different groups
of information to each other. The most common symbolic representation involves
using logic. Logic is the set of rules used by the computer for performing reasoning
tasks. Logic is the engine that drives the expert system. These expert systems are
built using logic as the uniform language.
3.4 RULE-BASED SYSTEMS
As with everything else in the world, rule-based expert systems are run by sets
of rules, either programmed or learned. These rules guide the expert system through
its execution. At the root of every expert system is the idea that "given some set of
inputs, the rules detemline what the output should be." [34] These rules help the
system get from the problem statement to the answer by manipulating the initial data,
according to the rules, to get the solution.
One specific type of rule-based system is a canonical system. These systems
utilize the alphabet to make strings of inforn1ation. These systems basically take the
initial state, and manipulate it by rewriting it into other fomls until the answer is
correct. This is all done by using the rules and using logic. These canonical systems
arc yery basic fonns of rule-based systems.
As stated before. S)11tax is yery important to knowledge representation. It is
equally important to problem solying. lfthc S)11tax ofa problcm is slightly off. thcn it
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could result in the wrong answer or the right answer for a different problem. The
computer won't know any different because it will have successfully run the expert
system and retrieved the correct solution, but at the same time, it's wrong because the
problem statement is incorrect.
The first step in ensuring that the syntax is correct is to verify that the
vocabulary of symbols and the grammar is correct. Once these are verified, the initial
state of the problem can be encoded, Once the encoding starts, great care needs to be
taken in order to make sure that all the steps are completed correctly.
The systems that are so dependant on the syntax and grammar are called
production systems. These production systems consist of "a rule set, a rule interpreter
that decides when to apply which rules, and a working memory that holds the data,
goal statements and intermediate results that make up the current state of the
problem." [34] The working memory is the brains behind the system. This memory is
tested at each step by the system and the rule interpreter controls which data sets are
used to solve the problem. Once a certain set of rules has been picked, the working
memory is updated and everything is run again with the new state of the problem,
Controlling the behavior of the interpreter is very important to expcrt systems,
Thc interpretcr is otherwise known as thc "recognize-act cycle," [34] Thc first step in
the cycle is to match the condition to the conclusion. Once this has occurred. the cycle
moycs to the sccond step. Thc sccond step is to place the ncw conclusion in thc
working mcmory and rcmo\'e the old infonnation from the working mcmory. Thcrc
are three ways that the cycle will quit. The first is if the working memory comes
across a variable with no value which would mean that there are no further possible
answers. The second reason for the cycle to stop is if it completes the matching of the
condition to the conclusion. Finally, the third is if the embedded stop command is
reached in the program itself.
Control of the interpreter is very simple, and is most often done in the coding
of the program. This programmed control is referred to as a local control regime. The
local controls are typically easily changeable by the programmer in the case that errors
are occurring and the program isn't running properly. There is a second type of
control called the global control regimes. These global regimes are typically hard
coded into the programs and this makes changes to the program very difficult.
While executing the recognize-act cycle, a program may run across
inforn1ation that is conflicting, meaning that there are multiple matches, causing the
program to slow down. When this occurs the computer must use the rules in order to
detern1ine the proper answer. The set of rules which the computer program uses is
often referred to as the conflict set. When a conflict of infonnation comes up, a
specific rule is chosen and the program is continued. "Good perfonnance from an
expert system depends on certain key properties of the control regime. such as
sensitivity and stability," [34] Sensitivity of a system is how quickly the system
responds to change and the stability is the similarity across the systems. Without this
conflict resolution expert systems would get stuck during the program and never
finish.
Two common techniques for rule based systems are forward chaining and
backward chaining. Forward chaining is the typical "brute force" technique where the
program starts at the beginning and searches through the entire database for possible
matches. In this technique there are two steps, first the pre-selection, and then
selection. In the first step, the set of rules which will be used is determined. Then the
program picks a particular rule to use and proceeds with it.
Backward chaining is also a brute force technique, but it is not limited to the
given database. Backward chaining is able to search its database and then search
outside of it by requesting certain details that it needs to complete the program.
Forward chaining is limited to the given database, and if it doesn't find a match then
the process will stop without an answer. With both cases the "more precise the goal,
the smaller the search tree to be checked and questions to be asked." [35]
3.5 UNCERTAINTY
Uncertainty is a major concem for expert systems. There are many ways that
uncertainty can occur. In most cases. uncertainty comes from a lack of infomlation on
a particular topic. This uncertainty can cause incorrect answers or wrong assumptions.
Therefore. uncertainty needs to be accounted for when writing expert systems and
there are a few techniques that dc\'c1opers can use in order to account for this
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uncertainty. As much as one would like to use exact reasoning methods, those that use
all the facts, it is impossible because most times all the facts are not present. So, the
developers use an inexact reasoning method.
The biggest culprit to uncertainty is vagueness. Often times when collecting
data from the human experts, they give information that isn't detailed enough. This is
where fuzzy logic comes into play. Fuzzy logic is a fancy way of saying things like
"is kind of like", or "mostly like". Fuzzy logic allows developers to program around
the vagueness of experts or just the lack of information. Also, there are times when
the only infonnation collected is a range of values with no concrete value. This can be
considered a type of fuzzy logic because the computer will recognize that the solution
may be inside that range, but not quite sure. Fuzzy logic structures are very similar to
the logic structures in that they are commutative, associative, and mutually
distributive. The fuzzy logic structures are loosely based on probability rules and
compositions.
A part of the advantage to allowing fuzzy logic is that we use the language in
our everyday speech. This makes it easy for developers to use fuzzy logic, because it
is almost second nature to them. And for the most part, all of the fuzzy logic that is
used in these expert systems is a modified probability problem. Probability plays a
huge part in uncertainty, and there are extensive probability theorems and equations
used in detennining how systems will react and how systems will solve problems.
Howeycr, for purposes of this paper. fuzzy logic will be excluded because the
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application of expert systems to rapid tooling does not require it. At the initial stages
of this research and expert system development the application of fuzzy logic is too
advanced.
3.6 SUMMARY
Expert systems, in their most basic fonn, are human emulators. Expert
systems are developed using the infonnation collected from interviews and research.
The infonnation collected then needs to be organized in a certain manner so that the
computer system can recognize the infonnation. Once the infonnation is organized,
the developers will put together the information into some type of knowledge
representation fonnat, i.e. frames. Often times when putting the infonnation into the
program multiple types of logic programs are needed to ensure that there are no
conflicts in the infonnation. The last step is to then run the system and ensure that
there are no problems and that the program runs accurately.
Expert systems depend on their ability to be more accurate and efficient than
humans. If an expert system cannot do these things there is no reason to use an expert
system. The most common reason why the expert system is slow in the beginning is
because the infomlation that is being used is not categorized well. This is why the
knowledge representation step of the process needs to be done thoroughly and
cautiously. The more time spent in this step, the more likclv the system will run on
.. "i ..
the first try. In order for the system to run. it needs to be developed and then tested
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using case studies. The following chapters will discuss the building and testing of an
expert system.
With expert systems now introduced the development of a particular system
specifically applicable to the selection of rapid tooling production techniques for
injection molding can be presented. This is done in Chapters 4 and 5.
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4 EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The purpose of rapid tooling is to reduce the time to market by decreasing the
manufacturing stage of the tooling process. Each company has different needs for
rapid tooling, some big and some small, but there is one common element to every
company. Each company is looking for the cheapest and most effective way to
produce a product. With this in mind, different rapid tooling techniques need to be
compared in such a way that would make those decisions easier. In previous chapters,
each of the presently known techniques was briefly compared to the others by the
actual process. Each process is represented on the rapid tooling characteristics chart
and a process diagram as explained in chapter 2. To further the comparison of the
rapid tooling techniques two more classifications were developed: the technical
attributes and the business attributes. With these new classifications, the ability to
select a suitable process for an application is made much easier.
This selection process will be known as an expert system. As stated earlier,
the first and most important step in the development process is knowledge
representation. Each of the techniques is broken down into the following
classifications: the technical attributes and the business attributes.
4.1 Kt"JO\YLEDGE REPRESENTATION
In order to properly represent the infomlation for use in the expert system a
specific representation method needed to be identified. It was decided that the best
is
method was to identify two sets of attributes, technical and business. These two
attribute sets will help differentiate between the multiple techniques.
4.1.1 Technical Attributes of Rapid Tooling Techniques
The technical attributes of rapid tooling techniques are important for
appropriate selection. The technical attributes identified below were determined to be
the most important ones applicable to the present study. These attributes are used to
narrow down the search for the correct process for a desired product application. The
important technical attributes are surface hardness, surface roughness, impact strength,
tolerances; complexity of the tool, size limitation, temperature range, injection
pressures, materials molded and tool materials.
4.1.1.1 Surface Hardness
The surface hardness is one of the most important attributes for an injection
molding tool. Surface hardness can also be thought of as wear resistance. The softer
the surface material, the fewer parts per mold can be made than with a tool with a
hardcr surface material. Also, a harder surface means highcr impact strcngth that the
tool can withstand, allowing for a wider range of matcrials to be uscd for injcction
molding. Surface hardncss can bc mcasured using a numbcr of scalcs such as
'Vickers'. 'Rockwcll Hardncss·. and 'Shorc', For the purposc of thc cxpcrt systcm.
howc\"cr. a common measurcmcnt was nccded. Therefore. Brincll hardness was
selected as the standard for the present study,
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4.1.1.2 Surface Roughness
The surface roughness of tooling relates to both part quality and the ease of
ejection from the tool after molding The smoother the tooling surface, the more likely
the part will eject without any part tears or nicks. Surface roughness is typically
measured in microns, but in some cases techniques are described as having a light
spark finish, these techniques were then estimated in microns so that the techniques
would have similar parameters.
4.1.1.3 Impact Strength
Impact strength refers to the ability to withstand high injection pressures. A
tool with higher impact strength permits a larger variety of usable molding materials.
Throughout the research of each teclmique, it was found that most companies have not
tested this attribute; however, it was still deemed important. So in order to use this
attribute, the techniques were reviewed in depth and a value was given to each
technique. This value was determined by looking at the injection pressures, the
molding materials, and the surface hardness. The values given were high, medium to
high, medium, low to medium, and low.
4.1.1.4 Achievable Tolerances
A part is designed for a certain purpose and when making a mold to make
these parts. the mold needs to be an exact negatiye of the final part. The achieyable
tolerance refers to the amount that a particular dimension is allo\\'cd to yary. The
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lower the tolerances, the more exact the finished product; however, the tighter the
tolerance, the more difficult the tool is to make. The tolerances are expressed in
inches.
4.1.1.5 Complexity of the Tool
Depending on the company and the application, the tool may be very complex
or very simple. In many cases, the limiting factor of a process is the complexity of the
desired product, which makes complexity a very important attribute to be considered
during the selection process. The complexity ofthe tool is described as the restrictions
of the process, i.e. for Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), the complexity is defined
as having a minimum wall thickness of 0.6 mm. For DMLS, this means that the
process can do complex parts as long as the wall thickness is at least 0.6 mm.
4.1.1.6 Size Limitation
Size limitation refers to the largest tool that can be created using a given rapid
tooling process. In some cases, the size limitations might be unknown because the
process being tested has not reached a 'build-size' that it could not produce, therefore
the value would be "no limitations". Size limitation is compared by the largest actual
tool the process can produce.
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4.1.1.7 Temperature Range of Tool
The thennal properties, namely the specific heat and the thennal conductivity,
are important to the injection molding process because some materials injected into
these molds might require to be heated to very high temperatures in order to melt
them. However, after researching each of the techniques, the values of the specific
heat and thennal conductivity were unknown and it was decided to use the possible
temperature range. Furthennore, a mold that encounters these materials needs to be
able to withstand these temperatures. Therefore, identifying the temperature
restrictions is very important to the selection of the right rapid tooling process.
4.1.1.8 Injection Pressures
Detennining the injection pressures of the tool is very important because these
pressures will help detennine the material used to make the tool. If the desired
injection pressures are high, this would mean that the mold material needs to be a
strong metal mold.
4.1.1.9 Materials
After asking the questions related to the above technical parameters. certain
other follow-up questions need to be answcrcd to narrow the remaining processes.
Often timcs knowledge of thcse parameters alone can narrow down all the processes.
Therc can be times. howc\·cr. when the tool attributes need to be CHn marc specific.
S2
The following technical attributes are still primary attributes, but can be obtained from
using the above attributes.
4.1.1.9.1 Materials Molded
Rapid tooling became popular due to its quick tool production for use with a
specific molding material. This is important because if the tool can only mold parts
with a certain material, the process may be disregarded if the molding material is
unacceptable. Furthermore, it is also important to identify the material to be molded
because it mayor may not have a filler in it, such as glass, which may require a higher
wear resistance in the mold. Due to the wide variety of materials used to mold parts, it
is necessary to classify the materials into three categories: polymers, non-polymers,
and composites.
4.1.1.9.2 Tool Materials
Tools are built using a wide variety of materials. Some techniques utilize
multiple materials, while some utilize only a single material. Moreover, identifying
the tooling materials is important as it will contribute to the overall cost of the end
tool. Again, due to the wide variety of materials used to make the tools, it was
necessary to classify the materials into three categories: polymers, non-polymers and
composites.
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4.1.2 Business Attributes of Rapid Tooling Techniques
Much like the technical attributes, the business attributes of rapid tooling
techniques are very important for the selection of a technique. Business attributes,
such as cost and lead time for example, can be the determining factor of a technique's
acceptability.
4.1.2.1 Availability
When deciding upon the proper process it is important to know the availability
of the technology. Each of the rapid tooling techniques are presently classified in two
categories, 'commercially available' and 'under development'. For this purpose, the
ranking system is taken one step further and classified into three categories. The new
categories are 'commercially available', 'available while patent pending' and 'under
development' .
4.1.2.2 Suppliers
Knowing the supplier for each process is important to the selection of the right
process. For some processes, there are a large number of suppliers which could mean
competitive prices or lead times. For some, there is only one supplier and that supplier
could be geographically far away. which could increase lead time. Knowing the
supplier gives insight into the lead time and potential costs of the process. The
suppliers will be compared by using the following categories: 1110rc than two. one. or
no suppliers.
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4.1.2.3 Lead Time
The lead time parameter is often confused. Lead time in this instance is
described as the time that it takes to go from the finished CAD file to the finalized
tool, which in general, ranges from a couple hours to a couple months.
4.1.2.4 Applicable Quantities
When deciding upon a rapid tooling process a key question to be answered is
the number of parts that are needed. Some processes are able to produce a large
number of parts, while others are only able to produce a few hundred. Therefore, the
comparison is based on the actual number of parts per mold.
4.1.2.5 Cost of the Tool
The whole idea of rapid tooling is to cut back on production costs by making a
mold that can be redesigned quickly and at a low cost. The cost of the tool can range
anywhere from S200 to $20,000; so it is necessary to know the maximum allowable
cost per mold.
4.1.2.6 Process Maturity
The process maturity infon11S the reader if the process is technically available
or if the process is available through a company. This also refers to techniques that are
currently under development and whether the process is in the early stages of
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development or if the process needs applications to try the applicability limits of the
process.
4.2 PROGRAMMING THE EXPERT SYSTEM
With the knowledge representation stage complete, the next step is to produce
the program which will search through the data, matching the given parameters, and
produce all the matching results. To do this, an expert system shell was needed to
help with the programming. The shell which fit the needs of this research is Win-
Prolog, Flex system. The most recent release came out in October of 2002 by Logic
Programming Associates Ltd (LPA), London, England.
Flex is based loosely on the Prolog programming language and was made user
friendly by LPA. The flex shell was designed to allow users to perfoml searches
through the use of frames, relations and ac!ions. It is these searching techniques
which will be utilized to run the expert system as applied to Rapid Tooling. The use
of relations will be the main search technique for this expert system and these relations
will be supported by rules and actions throughout the execution of the program.
The most difficult part of programming an expert system is getting the proper
order of execution. The first step in programming was to detennine what actions
necdcd to be perfonncd. It was known that the attributes were classified into two
categories. the technical and business attributcs. The unknown. howeycr. \\'as how to
manipulate those catcgories in the most efficient manner. It turns out that this
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unknown led to three phases of the program development, each with its own action
sequence. During these three phases, the program developed progressively and
became more efficient. The third and final phase led to the final efficient and effective
..
expert system tool.
4.2.1 Phase 1 Program Development
Phase I was the first attempt at getting the action sequence right. The original
thought was to ask all the attribute questions upfront and store all the information in
variables. These variables would then be compared to the values in each of the
techniques to find matches. For example, the program would ask "What is the desired
lead time?" The user would select one of the options in the menu and that answer
would be stored in the variable 'lead time'. Then the next question "What is the cost
you are willing to spend, in US dollars?" would be asked. Again the user would select
the corresponding value and it would be stored in "cost". The program would move
on to the next question and would continue to do so until all the questions, both
technical and business, had been asked. Once the entire list of questions had been
answered then the program will move to the relations. The relations are simply the
techniques and its attributes. Figure 4-1 is an example of how the relations are written
in FLEX.
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relation technique (B)
if surface hardness is between 220 and 375
and impact_strength is low
and surface_roughness is between_10_snd_50_mm
and tolerances is 'between_+/-_O.0007_snd_O.002_in'
and toolsize is no size limitations
- -
and complexity is no_limitations
and injection-rressures is low-rressures
and thennal-rroperties is low_temperatures
and lead time is under 2
and suppliers is vario~
and acceptable quantities is under 500
and relative_~st is between_4000_;nd_6000
and process maturity is readily available
and availabIlity is commercially_available
and tool_material is parameter_unknown
and mold_material is parameter_unknown
o.nd E = , RTV '
Figure 4-1: Example ofa relation in FLEX
The program will enter into the relation with the values of each of the
questions stored as a variable. The program is looking for a true or false answer for
each of the relations. A true answer will be given if while running through the relation
each of the variables match those within the relation. If the relation returns a true
value, the program will remember the name of that relation and continue on until it has
searched all of the relevant relations. If the relation returns a false value, then the
relation is forgotten and the program will move on until all the relations have values of
true or false. Once the search is complete the program will output the relations that
resulted in true values to the console, thesc relations arc thc tcchniques which matched
all parameters.
Whcn testing bcgan. things wcrc not looking ,"cry positi\"c. because rarcly the
program would comc up with matches for the entered parameters. These results
requircd some rc\"amping of the program. The first stcp at correcting the program was
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to allow for more answers to be accepted for each technique, meaning if the lead time
desired was four to six weeks, then a lead time of two to four weeks would also be
acceptable. The parameters of each technique were adjusted in hopes of obtaining
better results. The results showed a small improvement in matches; however, matches
were only occurring two percent of the time. More changes needed to be made.
The next attempt at correcting the problem was to add 'parameter unknown',
'parameter not important', and 'parameter varies' options to each of the attributes.
This addition would allow the user to skip an attribute while not canceling it out as a
possibility. The results of this addition were positive, but still not good enough.
Matches were only occurring about five percent of the time. These results suggested
the need for another approach.
4.2.2 Phase 2 Program Development
After trying to 1I1crease the number of matches by adding values to the
parameters, and the three general parameters, it was decided that a different search
method should be tried. The method was very similar to the first method; however,
the major change was in the number of questions before searching the relations. The
idea of actually splitting up the questions in attribute groups was done prior to writing
the program to help organize the data; so why not make that the searching method?
The attributcs "'crc split up into two groups. the tcchnical and business. Now
thc program has two scts of questions to ask. but this rcquircs morc actions, Thc two
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groups of questions are separated and then the technique attributes are separated
creating a set of technical attributes and a set of business attributes for every
technique. The program now has two distinct actions, so there must be a way to
compare the results of each action. More importantly, there needs to be some way for
each action to interact with the other.
In order to get the two actions to interact with one another, the idea was to use
"if-then" statements to call the actions. First, the user would be asked to pick the
attribute group to start with, namely, the business or technical attributes. For instance,
let's say that the user chose the technical attributes. That answer would call the
technical action and the questions regarding those attributes would be asked and
searched. Once all the technical questions were asked the business questions would be
asked and the program would then search the business relations. This idea worked
perfectly until it finished asking the questions. After the searches were complete, the
program would output the results in two separate lists. This result was positive such
that it produced results more frequently; however, the program didn't compare the two
sets of infomlation and more importantly, there were times when one of the attribute
groups resulted in no matches and printed '[ ]' to the screen. This meant that more
programming needed to be done.
To get the two lists to compare one another was the easy part. Simply setting
up a findall command in such a way that it took the results of the first set and then the
second set of attributes and found the similar technique(s) in both and wrote those to
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the screen. The harder part was to anticipate the empty set. To do this the program
had to be written such that if the parameters entered produced an empty set, the user
would be prompted that no solutions were found and was asked to start again. These
two changes increased the positive matches by 15 percent. The addition of the findall
and compare command lines allowed the program to produce more frequent matches,
but the percentage of positive matches was still well below the desired 50 percent.
Along with the pairing of these two attribute groups, a break point was placed
between the two groups. The purpose of this break point was to allow the user to stop
the program if the user was successful in narrowing down the many techniques to a
manageable number that the user was satisfied with. On the other hand, if the user
wanted to continue, the program would allow that, assuming that the continue option
had been selected, at which point the program remembers which attribute group it
started with and will run the other attribute group. The sole purpose of this addition to
the program was to allow easy access to a single set of attributes if the user only
wanted to use the business or the technical attributes.
Another addition to this phase was a 'read me' file. This file was designed to
introduce the user to the program and to help the user understand how the program
works. It is here where the user will leam which questions will be asked and how to
proceed through the program. The intent was for the user to read this first and then try
to run the program. By reading this document the user would be able to gather all the
infonnation that they could before the program was run. This prior research would
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lead to the most accurate results. Even with all these additions and changes to the first
phase of the program, phase two was still not getting the needed results so more
changes were needed.
4.2.3 Phase 3 Program Development
Phase three was the solution to all the problems listed above and also
incorporated more modifications to make the program the most user-friendly. It is
here that individual attribute groups were incorporated; the material attributes were
split from the technical attributes, the process list was included, and the dialog boxes
were modified to make the program user-friendly.
The first modification in phase 2 was to have a full run option as well as an
individual attribute group option. To do this meant to take each of the attribute
groups, business and technical, and create their own actions. Creating an action for
the technical and business attributes simply meant that the user would be able to run
just the technical questions or just the business questions and get the results to those
parameters. This option was intended to act as a support for the full run action. The
user should run the full run action and when the full run does not produce a result then
the user will have the option to run the individual a.Utibute groups to see what types of
~ -
techniques the different parameters match. Having this option available to the user
increases the chance for a result and provides more infonllation to the user.
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While running through the full run action using the phase 2 program, it was
discovered that the material used to mold and to produce the tool were the limiting
factors of the program. If those materials were removed from the question list,
matches would be produced about 35 to 45 percent of the time. The material selection
is an important parameter to rapid tooling so it couldn't be left out, but selecting a
material was limiting the number of technique matches due to the large variety of
materials. This led to the idea that the material selection should have its own action.
This action would ask the user for the selection of molding material and tool building
materials. This action, much like the technical and business actions, could be run as
part of the full run action or an individual action.
As stated above, there is a wide variety of materials to choose from, so to
secure more matches the materials were categorized into three types: polymers, non-
polymers, and composites. It was thought that all the materials would fit into one of
these categories thereby increasing the number of matches per material selection.
Next, a list of all the processes was added to the end of the program. This list
would write the pertinent infomlation of each technique to the console window. But
the question arises, why would the user want all the techniques printed to the screen?
\Vhy not just the ones that matched the results? So a feature was added to remember
the results of running the program and then a ruleset was introduced. Figure 4-2 is an
example of how a section of one of the rules in a ruleset would look. The program
would produce a result and store that result in the variable 'techno'. and the user
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would be asked to either display the process information of each of the matched
techniques or to select particular techniques. If the user chose to display the matched
techniques then the ruleset would look through all the rules, as seen below, and
determine if the technique was in the variable 'techno' and if it was it would execute
that rule, if not it would move on. The same would happen if the user would select
their own. However, in that case, the techniques selected would be stored in the
variable 'techno', overwriting the results of the previously run program and display
the selected techniques.
rule
1 f t h.' tGchno inc] ud,·,. , 3D KGI tool '
tlH<r, technique b.. cC>::l"" '3D Keltool'
.:;nd lead t.::cvn.c; '1 - 6 ~eks'
and supplie rs b"c')::l(-f' '3D Systems and Licensees'
and quantities l''''·':'.':n~~ '50 to millions'
;md cost t'-"::':'IU<; 'S2000 to S5000'
dnd maturity I ...·c·r:...." 'early stages of technical
development'
"nd nl
and write_black ('The technique chosen was ... ') and
write_blueltechnique) .:;nd nl
;;nd write_black ('Tho load tine 15 ••. ') ,-.r,d
write italicllead) 4nd nl
.:ind-wt'ite_black('The suppliers are ... ') ul,J
write_italic (suppliet'"S) .• r,d nl
.,,-,d wt'i te black \ 'The acceptable quantit ies are... ') .r.d
write italic-(quantities) <.L.d nl
;;:1.1 write black ('The cost, in us dollars, is ... " ",... j
write_itali~lcost) ,,:.d nl
,;nei wri to_black ('The procoss 1I",aturity is ... ') ;:-.1
write italic (maturity) 'ind nl
':1l',] ....·;itc_black('The availability is ... ')
Figure 4-2: Example of a rulcset in FLEX
Giving the user the option to leam more about thc techniques was vitaL
bccausc throughout thc program. thc qucstions arc answered with gcncralized answers.
This means that each ofthc techniques were reviewed and each of the parameters were
put Into groups so that the cxpert systcm would bc ablc to producc rcsults. Whcn thc
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techniques were printed to the screen at the end of running the program, the user
would be able to see the actual capabilities and limitations of each of the techniques.
This would serve as a starting point for the user and the user could make a final
decision based on the given information. The purpose of this expert system is not to
tell the user exactly what techniques to use for a certain application. This expert
system is designed to narrow down the fifty techniques into five or fewer.
The last step was to make the program user-friendly. This meant the use of
buttons, explanations, and other aesthetic features. To help the user navigate through
the program it was determined that the best aide would be a central console window
with user interface buttons and an output window. Figure 4-3 demonstrates what the
program window looks like. It can be seen that there are buttons for each of the
individual attribute groups as well as a button for the complete run or "technique
selector". These buttons were designed for straight forward use and were not meant to
confuse the user. The idea of a button is based on the idea that not everyone knows
how to talk to programming languages, so the programmer will program an action
button so that the user clicks on it and the program runs. There is also a button for the
"Readme" file and the processes which will output the infonnation on each of the
techniques. The last button on the screen is the finished button which wi 11 close out
the program once the user is done.
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l!_~ ~eIeclolJII
R~Me II
TecIrie.lI II
Bumen II
Maleriab II
Plocesm II
Fn:hed II
Figure 4-3: Main Program Window
Often times while running the program it was found that the questions could be
somewhat confusing, especially to someone who is not particularly familiar with
injection molding. To help alleviate this problem, each question was given an
explanation option. Here the user would be able to get an in depth explanation of what
exactly the question was asking. Often times the explanation would be a definition of
the phrasing used, or an explanation of the units of the answers.
One last idea to make this a user-friendly program was to format the fonts, and
display buttons. Originally when the output was \\'Titten to the main window, it was in
a small font and all in the same color. So the program was modified to not only help
the user see the font better, but also differentiate between the technical. business, and
material attributes. The fonnatted fonts also help differentiate the parameters from the
results. The font wasn't the only thinQ that was modified sliQhtly the buttons were as
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well. The buttons were made so that when the user sees the buttons on the side of the
main window, they are discernable as buttons and the user will know just by looking
at them that they are to be pushed and something will happen.
4.3 PRELIMINARY TESTING OF THE PROGRAM
At this point in the programming it was determined that the program was
running effectively enough to begin running tests and perform case studies. However,
in the first test there were many errors found in the program, most of which were
minor, there were a few that needed to be addressed. First and foremost, when the
user would run the full program and obtain matches for the technical attributes on the
first attempt, continued on to the business attributes and got no matches of the
business parameters the program would freeze up and quit. Upon investigation of the
problem it was found that whenever the program had no produced no results, there
should be a procedure for restarting the business attributes. However, the procedure
had to be worded properly because if the program calls a restart, than all values were
deleted and the program became a clean slate. Clearing the variables was good for the
business attributes but once the user was able to produce technique matches the
technical attributes would have no values which in turn meant that there would be no
matches across the two attribute groups. With that problem fixed, the program could
be run again to detennine other problems.
A second problem encountered was that if the user ran the program using the
technique selector button. and then attempted to run one of the indiyidual attribute
groups the program would simply output the same parameters which were put into the
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first run. This meant that the user could not run a separate test with a new set of
parameters. This simple fix was a matter of separating the full run program with the
individual attribute groups and giving them their own actions.
Throughout the programmmg step of this expert system there were three
phases or versions used to get a good program. Using the three phase approach meant
that testing could occur throughout the process instead of at the end. Because testing
was performed throughout the programming there were few major errors found with
the program during the main testing. There were also plenty of minor errors that were
found. For example, there were a few spelling and formatting errors throughout the
"read me" file. A slight error in the spelling of teclmique names in each of the
attribute groups was causing matching errors. In most cases, there were spelling or
spacing differences in the variables such that when matching should occur it wasn't,
for example, 'DMLS' vs. 'DMLS '. In FLEX those variables would be seen as
completely different even though to the normal person they seem to be the same thing.
It is these minor errors that were caught in the initial testing of the program. The real
test however, will come when the case studies are run against the program.
4.4 SUMMARY
The first stcp in the de\'clopment of the expert system was to detennine exactly
how the infonnation was going to be rcpresented. Each of thc tcchniques was broken
down into their technical and business attributes. These attributcs would thcn scn'c as
the scarch criteria. The tcchnical attributes consistcd of surface hardncss. surface
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roughness, impact strength, tolerance capability, build size, complexity, injection
pressures, thermal ranges, molding materials, and tool materials. The business
attributes consisted of lead time, acceptable quantities, suppliers, maturity level,
availability, and cost.
The next step was to use that knowledge and program it in such a way that a
user will be asked questions and depending on the answers given, the program will
narrow down the number of techniques from approximately 35 to between five and
eight. The programming step was done in phases because it was assumed that errors
were going to occur. So, a decision was made on how to arrange the program, it was
written and then executed. Each time the program was executed at the different
phases, a new issue would present itself, so the program would be reorganized and re-
executed. It was in the third phase that the appropriate approach had been found.
Modifications were made to make the program user-friendly and run as efficiently as
possible.
Even though these types of tests can be run on the program to ensure that it is
working properly with no problems. it lacks real world testing. In order to ensure that
the program is running to the best of its abilities, there needs to be case studies done.
These case studies will be real world applications such as a locker door handle or an
elcctrical connector whcre the user would know most of the paramcters. Using these
case studics. it will be easier to detennine where the problcm areas arc in thc program.
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5 CASE STUDIES
Out of all the methods previously described, the most effective way to test the
expert system is to run "real-world" examples. These examples are useful in
identifying the problem areas of the program as well as its usefulness. The goal of this
expert system is for it to be applied to as many different industries as possible. With
this goal in mind, case studies will be performed in multiple industries, namely,
automotive and aerospace, electronics, schools, and the toy industry. After the expert
system has been run using the examples below, the resulting techniques will be
reviewed to determine the utility of the expert system.
5.1 AUTOMOTIVE AND AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES
The automotive and aerospace industries represent a large part of the United
States' economy, so it would be important to the growth and acceptance of this expert
system based tool to be useful in these industries. These two industries make very
large and ofterr complex parts. This will present a challenge for the expert system as it
was originally designed for small simple parts. The purpose of testing with such
larger parts is to identify the limitations of the program. There will be three examples;
an engine block, an intake manifold and a turbine blade.
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5.1.1 Engine Block Application
The first example to be discussed is the engine block. Figure 5-1 contains an
illustration of the molded engine block using a specific molding technique called
ProMetai™. The engine block was chosen due its complexity. It has cooling
.
channels and oil lines which typically require very intricate machining techniques. It
also has undercuts, slots, very tight tolerances and is typically made of metal in order
to withstand the high operation temperatures, pressures and frequency flows. These
issues make it the perfect candidate for testing the expert system since the molding
materials are typically the limiting factors of the expert system. The engine block
below was made by a ProMetalTh1 casting process. Knowing this information, the
expert system should produce at least one match with the hope of multiple matches.
Figure 5-1: Engine Block (www.prometal.com)
In order to run the example through the expert system. the technical and
business attributes needed to be identified. The casiest way to identify these yalues
- -
\\'as to look at the tinal application of the part to be molded. Since this is an engine
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block, the material will need to be a metal. The selection of metal identifies high
injection pressures and temperatures. That is an example of how the values listed in
Table 5-1 were identified. The attributes in the table below are separated into
the technical and the business attributes to make it easier to run the program. The
business attributes in this case were estimated since most of the values are unknown.
Here, it is worth noting that even though there are unknown values for the business
attributes, the test will perform better if the values are estimated.
Technical Technique
Attributes
Surface Hardness
Impact Strength
Surface Roughness
Tolerances
Build Platform Size
Parts Complexity
Injection Pressures
Temperature Ranges
Molding Materials
Tool Materials
Value
Between 375 and 650
----~
between I and 10
microns
± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
32 x 30 x 30 inches
complex
___~B!!
high
.___ __ Non-polymers
. . ~ Non-p~lYmer~
Business Technique
Attributes
Lead Time
~pliers
Quantities
Cost
Maturity Level
Availability
Value
between 2 and 4 weeks
one
under 500
between $6000 and
$8000
Technically Available
Commercially
Available
Table 5-1: Technical and Business Attributes for an Engine Block
5.1.2 Air Intake Manifold
The next example of an automotive application is the air intake manifold, seen
in Figure 5-2. The intake manifold is slightly less complex than the aforcmcntioned
engine block: howeyer. it is quite large. The air intake manifold will see high pressures
and flows since this is the part of the automobile engine where the air and fuel combines
and enters thc cylinders for combustion. Thc intake manifold is a good tcst specimcn
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because it has a variety of important features in it. A couple of these keys features are
the varying tolerances and surface roughness, and different types of slots and undercuts.
These attributes of the intake manifold will be used to help identify the flexibility of the
expert system. This is very important because, often times, molds do not have uniform
attribute values throughout, so a varying factor has to be taken into account. The intake
shown in Figure 5-2 was produced by ProMetal™ in approximately five days.
Knowing this information demonstrates that, again, the expert system should produce at
least the one match with the hope of multiple matches.
Figure 5-2: Air Intake Manifold (www.promctal.com)
Again, the testing parameters need to be identified to help run the expert system
smoothly. Table 5-2 shows the values which will be used for the intake manifold. This
table of values is very similar to the values chosen for the engine block. However. there
is one main difference. The "alue for the complexity was changed from complex to
moderately complex.
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, Technical Technique
, Attributes
Surface Hardness
Impact Strength
Surface Roughness
Tolerances
Build Platform Size
Parts Complexity
Injection Pressures
Temperature Ranges
Molding Materials
Tool Materials
Value
Between 375 and 650
high
between 1 and 10 microns
± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
32 x 30 x 30 inches
moderately complex
high
high
Non-polymers
Non-polymers
Business Techniques
Attributes
Lead Time
Suppliers
Quantities
Cost
Maturity Level
Availability
Value
Under 2 weeks
one
under 500
between $6000 and
$8000
Technically Available
Commercially Available
Table 5-2: Technical and Business Attributes for an Intake Manifold
5.1.3 Turbine Blade
The third and final example is a turbine blade for a jet engine. This is an
example of a typical aerospace application and can be seen in Figure 5-3. The turbine
blade looks very simple to the naked eye; however, the center of the blade is hollow,
making it difficult for standard manufacturing processes. The turbine blade is typically
manufactured using a casting process since an injection molded blade would not have
the appropriate mechanical properties for use in a jet engine. These turbine blades need
to be able to withstand very high running temperatures, as well as very high oscillations.
Therefore, the material used to make these blades is typically metal. It is known that
the expert system has a weakness in the processes that mold with metal but to what
extent is unknO\\ll. It is important to know this weakness going into the case because
once the tests are run. the exact limitation of the molding materials will be kno\\ll.
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Figure 5-3: Turbine Blade for a Jet Engine (www.prometal.com)
The turbine blade represents a slightly different group of attribute values. In the
case of the turbine blade, the complexity only exists in the hollow center which allows
for a change in complexity from moderately complex to reasonably simple. Another
difference from the two earlier examples is the change in size down to 12 x 12 x 12
inches from the larger size. All the other values listed in Table 5-3 are the same as the
previous two examples.
Technical Technique
Attributes Value
Business Technique
Attributes Value
Surface Hardness Between 375 and 650
--~---
Impact Strengt~ __.____~ ~ ~r.b.
Surface Roughn~~~_ .._1J£t\~en !_a.l1c! 10 microns
Tolerances ± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
Under 2 weeks
one
--- ._-.--~- ---- ----.-
under 500
--------- ----_. _._.~--
between $6000 and
$8000
---- ---- - -- ~- ~
__Techl!!'.:iUy -,.\~;li.t.a)le
.c:.~m111ercial1y Avai~able
~~!Urity L~~'~l_
Availability
Lead Time
.~..!:1J'plie~ ..o • •
Quantities
Cost
_ N0..'1-~!ymcrs_
Non-~IY!l~ers
12 x 12 x 12 inches
re~.Cl!!ab Iy_sLmpl~
high
- --~ ......_-
hig.h
Molding ~faterials
-~.-._~ ......__._~-~-
Tool Materials
Build Platform Size
---~--_.,---_.~ _... -
f~rts C.omRlexi~,-­
~nject1_o.!!. Pres~l1.~s
Temperature Ranges
Table 5-3: Technical and Business Attributes for the Turbine Blade
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As stated previously all three of the examples above were produced by a
ProMetal™ process. The purpose of using an example that is known to be made using
a rapid tooling technique was to detennine if the expert system would produce
ProMetal™ as a match to the parameters given along with other techniques. The other
three case studies will use examples which are not presently being produced in order to
test the output of the expert system.
5.2 ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY EXAMPLES
The electronics industry was a key player motivating the development of this
expert system. The electronics industry is constantly making new and redeveloped
products. With each one, there is an extensive research and development process. At
some point during these processes, the parts need to be produced for testing. There is
one important feature that these test parts need to have: the end material. When these
new products are being made, the material which will be used plays a huge role. In
most cases, the product requires the material to have certain electrical conductivity or
themlal properties. This is where rapid tooling becomes very important. A standard
prototype can be used to test most things: fit and aesthetics, to name a few tests. The
two tests that these prototypes can't be used for arc the conductivity lcvels and themlal
Icvels. Enter thc rapid tooling mold. Thc rapid tooling mold madc quickly and
inexpensivcly. allows thc research department to mold a few samples of the product
using the actual target product material. These parts can then be tested to detennine
conductivity 1e\'C\s and the thennal properties. These parts will also show the problems
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with the mold. Because rapid tooling is relatively inexpensive, the mold can be redone
and parts molded in the new mold without spending money on production tooling.
•
Figure 5-4: Various Kinds of Electronic Connectors
Aside from the materials issue, there is another important reason why the
electrical industry was included as a case study class. Looking at Figure 5-4, it can be
seen that these connectors are very complex. Each of these connectors has either small
pins or receptors for small pins. For each of these parts, a highly complex mold has to
be produced. Also, these parts are a variety of sizes, but for the most part they are
small, less than two square inches. These two features, combined with the materials
issue, make this a good test to identify the true limitations of the expert system.
The information for the different attributes was gathered in the same way as the
engine block, intake manifold, and turbine blade. These electrical connectors don't
need the surface hardness that the previous examples did, but the tolerances and
platfoml size are significantly different. For the electrical connectors. the tolerances are
±0.004 and 0.008 inches and the platfoml size is the smallest al10wed by the program. 5
x 5 x 3 inches. These values were determined knowing that potential materials to be
molded were polycarbonates and nylons. These materials have mOTe stringent molding
parameters. so the properties that the mold requires are easy to identit\ The business
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attributes, the lead time and cost, were given low values because those are the typical
values that most research and development companies will use. Table 5-4 shows both
the technical and business attributes for electrical connectors.
Technical Technique
Attributes .
Surface Hardness
Impact Strength
Surface Roughness
Tolerances
Value
Between 110 and 145
low to medium
between 10 and 50 microns
± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
Business Technique
Attributes
Lead Time
Suppliers
Quantities
Cost
Value
Under 2 weeks
two or more
Under 500
between $2000 and
$4000
Build Platform Size 5 x 5 x 3 inches
Parts Complexity complex
Injection Pressures nominal
Temperature Ranges nominal
Molding Materials polymers
T_o_o_lM---c-at_e_ric-al,:-s --'-p_oILy_m-c-er-=-s / non-polymers
Maturity Level
Availability
Technically Available
Commercially Available
Table 5-4: Technical and Business Attributes for Electrical Connectors
5.3 SCHOOLS
Schools have lockers which have locker handles. As part of a separate ongoing
study at Lehigh University an idea was devised to replace all the present locker handles
with a new mechanism made out of plastic. The new handle would replace the old
handle by utilizing a single sliding piece acting as the locking mechanism. The locker
handle would be made of a Lexan plastic made by GE, which is knO\\ll for its high
strength. These locker handles are low maintenance due to the few number of working
parts, and the cost is lower because the cost of plastics is much lower than that of metal.
lOS
Figure 5-5: Locker Door Handle for a School Locker
This locker handle is a perfect candidate for testing this program because it is a
new idea. There are no companies that are currently making this handle, so this would
get this project started. The locker handle can be seen in Figure 5-5. One unique
feature of this example is that the locker handle is made up of three separate pieces.
The front plate is relatively simple, but is large in size. The slide bar is very simple and
is not very large. The back plate has some complexity to it in the cut locations and the
tolerances. On each of the three parts, the tolerances can become an issue. In general,
the tolerances are ±0.005 inches, but there are some locations on all three pieces which
have +0.005 and -0.0008 inches. So, a technique needs to be chosen such that it can
accommodate this variety in tolerances in a single piece. An issue that arises with this
application is the use of a family mold. Is there a process out there that can produce this
part as a family mold. or does the part need to be produced in separate pieces? This
question will have to be answered indirectly. simply because the expert system does not
IOC)
include family mold questions. The expert system does, however, address the build
size. So, the idea of a family mold can be answered in that question, by simply using a
larger build size. Upon completion of the program, when reviewing the matching
processes, the user will know which company to approach to ask the specific question
of a family mold for this handle.
Technical Technique
Attributes
Sunace Hardness
Impact Strength
Sunace Roughness
Tolerances
Build Platform Size
Parts Complexity
Injection Pressures
Temperature Ranges
Molding Materials
Tool Materials
Value
Between 220 and 375
medium
between 10 and 50 microns
± 0.008 and 0.01 inches
12 x 12 x 12 inches
moderately complex
nominal
nominal
___--..Jpc..::0:.:.<lymers
Non-PQ!ymers
Business Technique
Attributes
Lead Time
Suppliers
Quantities
Cost
Maturity Level __
Availa~ ..
Value
Between 2 and 4 weeks
two or more
between 1000 and 10,000
between $4000 and
$6000
Technically Available
Commercially Available
Table 5-5: Technical and Business Attributes for Locker Door Handle
Identifying these parameters was a lot easier than the previous examples and
most of the information was known. In Table 5-5, the technical attributes show that it
is slightly similar to the two previous examples. In this case, most of the business
attributes were known since this is a project that is just getting started. Speaking with
the maker of this handle, the most important and critical attribute was the cost. The
cost was set to between S4000 and S6000: however. an)1hing less than that would be
ideal. The lead time was also important but more flexible at between 2 and 4 weeks.
For all the othcr examples prc\'iously discussed. the \cad time and cost were knO\\'l.
The rest of the attributes. at least for the other examples wcre unknO\\ll. On the other
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hand, for the locker handle, the rest of the attribute values listed below are the required
values. This handle will also be run with a metal as the molding material to determine
the limitations of rapid tooling for this application. When the expert system is run, the
hope is to be able to achieve most of these attributes, but there is some flexibility to
them.
5.4 TOY INDUSTRY EXAMPLE
The toy industry would benefit greatly from a rapid tooling technique because
of the low cost of production tooling for large production runs. Toy cars are probably
one of the most played with toys by small children and maybe one of the most fun to
design. Each toy car gets machined once and then injection molded or cast molded
maybe 50,000 times. For this case study, a newly designed matchbox car will be the
guinea pig. This matchbox car will be a standard design with a polished surface
finish. The car is approximately 3 inches long by I inch wide and I inch high like the
one seen in Figure 5-6. This small car will be perfect for testing the size limitations of
the expert system, as well as point out any issues with the surface roughness.
Figure 5-6: :\lntchbox Cnr (www.mntchhox.com)
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Matchbox cars are not typically made using the rapid tooling process, however,
with the new technology this might allow toy car companies like MatteI to make these
cars less expensive. Often times in designing new cars, the mold will be modified to
fix problems that were not identified until after the car had been molded a couple of
times, and this increases the lead time on a mold as well as the cost of the project.
These cars are a dramatic change from the automotive industry or the school
industry because the shear size of the cars. Even though the main difference is the
size, the complexity is little to none and the tolerances are pretty standard, although in
most cases the tolerance are not very tight. The toy car, like the school example, is
useful in testing the business attributes, because more of the values are known. In this
case, the acceptable quantities are in the thousands and the suppliers are typically in
the two or more range. As stated on the previous page, because the cost of each car
needs to be low, the production costs need to be low, so this will test the cost
limitations of the expert system.
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Technical Technique
Attributes
Surface Hardness
Impact Strength
Surface Roughness
Tolerances
Build Platform Size
Parts Complexity
Injection Pressures
Temperature Ranges
Molding Materials
Tool Materials
Value
Between 110 and 145
medium
between 10 and 50 microns
± 0.01 and 0.04 inches
5 x 5 x 3 inches
reasonably simple
nominal
nominal
Non-polymers
polymers
Business Technique
Attributes
Lead Time
Suppliers
Quantities
Cost
Maturity Level
Availability
V81ue
Under 2 weeks
two or more
between 1000 and 10,000
between $4000 and
$6000
Technically Available
Commercially Available
Table 5-6: Technical and Business Attributes for Matchbox Car
Through the use of these case studies, it is hoped to discover the programming
limitations of the developed expert system. Each case study was chosen in order to
focus on a particular part of the expert system. The automotive and aerospace
examples were chosen because of their large sizes and complexity. The electronics
industry focuses on the actual molding material limitations. The locker handle is
testing the expert system as a whole because the locker handle assembly has three
different sized parts, some complexity, varying tolerances, and allows for a variety of
materials for molding. And the last industry, the toy industry, focuses the expert
system on very small applications testing the small and detail limitations of the expert
system.
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With the case studies identified, it is possible to start running the program and
test for its limitations. Each one of the examples was run using the identified
parameters from chapter 5. In some cases, the initial parameters were modified to
determine the programs limitations. Even though the case studies were chosen for
specific purposes, there were occasions when other limitations were found. All case
studies were run once before any modifications were made to the parameters to
determine the limitations.
6.1 AUTOMOTIVE AND AEROSPACE INDUSTRY EXAMPLES
6.1.1 Engine Block Results
The first test was run on the engine block. Using the identified parameters in
section 5.1, the program produced a match of one technique, ProMetai™. This was
the anticipated result, especially since the engine block used as the example was
produced by ProMetalTM. This is a good result in the fact that the program is working
properly to produce the right technique for this application. However, the hope was to
be able to obtain more than one result for the engine block. Figure 6-1 is a screen shot
of the output from the expert system for the engine block.
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The following technique(~) matched the ~elected parameter~:
[ ProKetal. ]
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• y
Figure 6-1: A Portion of the Output of Engine Block exam pie
Breaking down the program, it is found that the initial parameters for the
technical attributes produced two processes, PolySteel™ and ProMetallM. The
business attributes produced all techniques, which points the limitations to the
technical attributes. In order to identify the limiting factor for the engine block, the
parameters were changed one at a time to determine the result. In Table 6-1, the initial
values are compared to the new values, which produced more techniques. With this
example, however, the modified values only produced at total of 3 techniques: 3D
Printing, PolySteel™, and ProMetallM. The values can not be changed any further
due to the minimum required values for the engine block. The changes can be seen in
the surface hardness, impact strength and surface roughness, but the other parameters
remained unchanged because they were not flexible enough to change the value. The
other changes were a little more flexible, but each of the parameters was lowered by
one option because any further and the parameter would be less than the required
mllllmum. The engine block example points out that there are a limited number of
techniques with the necessary capabilities to produce such a complex and high
pressure and temperature range part.
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Technical Technique Attributes
Surface Hardness
Impact Strength
Surface Roughness
Tolerances
Build Platform Size
Parts Complexity
Injection Pressures
Temperature Ranges
Molding Materials
Tool Materials
Initial Value
Between 375 and 650
high
between I and 10 microns
± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
32 x 30 x 30 inches
complex
high
high
Non-polymers
Non-polymers
. New Values
between 220 and 375
medium to high
between 10 and 50 microns
± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
32 x 30 x 30 inches
complex
high
high
Non-polymers
Non-polymers
Table 6-1: New Parameter Values to increase Program output
6.1.2 Air Intake Manifold Results
The next example was the air intake manifold. Running the program using the
initial parameter values, the program produced the same result as the engine block
example, ProMetalTM. This was the anticipated result for this example because it was
an example produced by the ProMetal™ technique. This again demonstrates that the
program is running properly, however, it begs the question, is this expert system
capable of handling larger scale parts? It seems that there are a very limited number
of techniques which can produce the larger parts.
.........................................................
The following technique(~) m8tched the ~elected p8[Smete[~:
[ ProHetal ]
.........................................................
Figure 6-2: A Portion of the Output of Intake Manifold example
Further tests were run on the intake manifold by modifying some of the
paramcters to possibly gct better rcsults from the expert system. Table 6-2 compares
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the initial values of the technical parameters to the new technical parameter values.
The reason that the technical attributes have been used to get better results was
because the business attributes already produced all the techniques, while the technical
attributes only produced one technique, ProMetal™. In an attempt to get better
results, the surface hardness, impact strength, surface roughness, and tolerances were
adjusted by one value. The air intake manifold, unlike the engine block, has more
flexible parameter values. Because of this, the new values produced an increase in
matches from one technique to nine. The increase in results was due to a combination
in changes. The parameters which affected the results the most were the injection
pressures and temperatures. When those two parameters were changed, the number of
techniques increased to six techniques. The addition of the other changes increased
the results to nine techniques.
Technical Technique Attributes Value New Values
Between 220 and 375
medium to high
between 10 and 50 microns
± 0.008 and 0.01 inches
32 x 30 x 30 inches
_.m~derateJx_~mpl~_
nominal
nominal
- - ----~---_.-
~o-"--EolLn~~~
No~po!y_n_~crs
Between 375 and 650
high
between 1 and 10 microns
± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
32 x 30 x 30 inches
_.. --.-!!!<?_~erately complex~ _.
~ig~
-~--~g~­
_~?~jJolyme~s_
Non-.P?ly~crs _
Surface Hardness
Impact Strength
Surface Roughness ._
Tolerances
Build Platform Size
Parts Complexity
.1!1jectio_n Press~es~
Temperature Rang~~
~!~I~i~g~!ateri~s~ __
Tool Materials
Table 6-2: New Parameter values for Air Intake Manifold
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6.1.3 Turbine Blade Results
The final example of the automotive and aerospace industry, the turbine blade,
anticipated better results due to the lower complexity of the part and the smaller size.
The result was very similar to the two previous examples and only produced one,
ProMetal™ as seen in Figure 6-3. Again, this was the anticipated result, but the lack
of more techniques is disappointing. After running the first two examples, it was
thought that a smaller size and lower complexity would produce more matches. It was
demonstrated, however, that the limiting factors with these examples are the injection
pressures and temperature ranges. To increase the number of matches, the first
modifications in the parameter values are the temperature ranges and injection
pressures.
......... ................ ..................................
The following technique(~) matched the ~elected parameter~:
[ ProKataJ. ]
.........................................................
Figure 6-3: A Portion of the Output of Turbine Blade example
Changing both the temperature range and the injection pressures increased the
number of techniques to five techniques. This change identifies the major limiting
factors for the automotive and aerospace industry to be the temperature ranges and
injection pressures. This makes sense because the larger the part to be molded. the
harder it is to maintain a high injection pressure becausc the outcr scctions of the mold
will lose pressure as the mold fills. The samc idea happens \\ith the temperature
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where the temperature of the mold will decrease as the mold is filling, unless the
thermal properties are good enough to maintain high temperatures.
Technical Technique Attributes
Surface Hardness
Impact Strength
Surface Roughness
Tolerances
Build Platform Size
Parts Complexity
Injection Pressures
Temperature Ranges
Molding Materials
Tool Materials
Value
Between 375 and 650
high
between 1 and 10 microns
± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
12 x 12 x 12 inches
reasonably simple
high
high
Non-polymers
Non-polymers
New Values
Between 375 and 650
high
between 1 and 10 microns
± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
12 x 12 x 12 inches
reasonably simple
nominal
nominal
Non-polymers
Non-polymers
Table 6-3: New Parameter values for Turbine Blade example
The other parameters were not changed with this example because once the
limiting factors were identified; there was no need to continue changing the
parameters. There were changes made to the other properties, but there was no
significant change in the results so as stated above, the parameters were not changed in
Table 6-3.
Ill}
The techniques which matched your selected parameters where: [ProMetal]
Below are the techniques in further detail.
The technique chosen was... ProMetal
The lead time is 1 week
The supplier is Extrude Hone, ProMetal Div.
The acceptable quantities are... > 10 aluminum forging, <1000 aluminum die casting,
. > 100,000 PIM
The cost, in US dollars, is... Depends on size ofpart / tool
The process maturity is... technically available
The availability is... commercially available with purchase ofnecessmy equipmellt
also in-house work done
The surface hardness is Rc 26 to 30
The impact strength is medium or high depending on molding material
The surface roughness is... 6.4 to 10.2 microns
The tolerance capabilities are 0.005 in. + 0.002 in/in
The tool size limitations are 40 x 20 x 10
The complexity limitations are... can have sections as thin as 1.25 mm, high strength
for handling
The injection pressure is good range ofinjection pressures allowable
The temperature range is good range ofthermal properties allowable
The materials which can be molded in these tools are... thermoplastics
The materials used to produce the tools are... stainless steel and bronze; Inconel,
aluminum or gold
Figure 6-4: Output of the Process ProMetalT:\1 in detail
The technique matches are not the only results that were reviewed in this
process. Once the program was finished being run and the matches were identified,
the actual techniques were reviewed. The expert system has an option to output each
of the techniques in more detail to the main console. Figure 6-4 demonstrates what
the user sees when this option is chosen. The purpose of this option is to help
understand exactly what cach technique can do sincc the expert system groups
techniques into general catcgories. This infonnation needs to be rcyiewcd to ensure
that thc program is choosing the right techniqucs for the attribute parameters being
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input. After reviewing the infonnation for each of the techniques which matched the
initial parameter values, the program was selecting the right techniques. After the
parameters were adjusted to improve the results, the techniques were reviewed to
ensure that the parameters that were chosen were within the limits of each of the
techniques.
When all the tests were run and analyzed, it was determined the there are some
issues that need to be worked out with the expert system in order to allow the
automotive and aerospace industry to utilize it. The major limitations are in the
temperature ranges and the injection pressures. These two attributes, at least in the
examples above, required high injection pressures and temperatures, and this would
limit the number of techniques to two right away. The other attributes which were
significant factors, but not major, were the size and complexity. It seems that the
expert system will be more beneficial for smaller and less complex parts, than the
larger parts. There are further advancements that need to be made in rapid tooling
technology in order for a potential future version of this expert system to be very
useful to the automotive and aerospace industry.
6.2 ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
A high number of matches was expected for the electrical connectors cxamplc.
Initially. howcvcr. thc expert system produccd no matches for thc parametcrs givcn.
The lack of matchcs is a huge concem. sincc this svstcm \\'as desi gncd with the~ ~ ~
electronics industry specitically in mind. Thc initial parameters had a \'alue of
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complex for the complexity level and it was determined that this attribute was the
limiting factor for this case. The most important parameter for the electrical
connectors is the complexity. The electrical connectors are complex parts because of
the undercuts and slots that these parts have, so the program needed to be reviewed to
ensure that there were absolutely no matches to these parameter values. Most of the
techniques can handle these small sizes with tight tolerances and low impact strength,
but the difficulty comes from the complexity level. So, further review of the program
identified that the problem was that the complexity level was mislabeled and the
associated undercuts and slots were in the moderately complex part range. This
discovery led to an increase in the number of matches to five, as shown in Figure 6-5.
The following technique(~) m~tched the ~elected p~r~eter~:
( DHLS • La.er Tool • Iickel Electroforaing • Iickel Vapor
Depo.ition ] y
Figure 6-5: A Portion of the Output of Electrical Connectors exam pie
The modifications can be seen in Table 6-4. As stated above, the complexity
was changed from complex to moderately complex. This change was needed after
identifying the incorrect labeling of the undercuts and slot complexity of the electrical
connectors. Due to the result of these values being a suitable number, there were no
further changes made to the attributes. Another reason there were no adjustments
made is because the electrical connector"s attribute parameters are fixed.
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Technical Technique Attributes
Surface Hardness
Impact Strength
Surface Roughness
Tolerances
Build Platform Size
Parts Complexity
Injection Pressures
Temperature Ranges
Molding Materials
Tool Materials
Value
Between 110 and 145
low to medium
between 10 and 50 microns
± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
5 x 5 x 3 inches
complex
nominal
nominal
polymers
polymers and non-polymers
New Values.
Between 110 and 145
low to medium
between 10 and 50 microns
± 0.004 and 0.008 inches
5 x 5 x 3 inches
moderately complex
nominal
nominal
polymers
polymers and non-polymers
Table 6-4: New Parameter values for Electrical Connectors example
After the matches were identified, each technique was reviewed in further
detail. The techniques were reviewed and it was determined that each of the
techniques would be able to produce the electrical connectors in the material needed
with high accuracy. An example of what this output looks like can be seen in Figure
6-5. These results were different from the automotive and aerospace industry in the
techniques which were matched. This is a good result in that it shows that the
program is matching the right techniques to the parameters, but it also shows that there
is a variety of applications to the expert system. The major difference in the two
industries is the size and it is becoming clear that this expert system is more geared
towards the smaller size and less complex parts. The next couple of tests will help
identify the remaining limits to the program, however it seems that the most influential
attributes have been identified, the complexity. the injection pressures. and the
temperature ranges.
6.3 SCHOOL LOCKER RESULTS
The schools example, the locker handle, was unique to the list of case studies
because it was an original idea being used to help get a new project off the ground.
This is the typical application anticipated for the expert system. The locker handle has
a very flexible set of attribute values because there is no set molding and tooling
materials, the tolerances are not vital, and it is a medium sized part. The flexibility of
the attribute values is helpful because it allows the expert system to find the best
matches. Running the program with the initial parameters set in section 5.3 produced
four matches: Laser Tool, LENS, Nickel Electroforming, and Nickel Vapor
Deposition and can be seen in the screenshot, Figure 6-6.
..... ......................................................
The following technique(~) matched the ~elected parameter~:
[ L••er Tool • LERS • Rickel Eleotroforwdng • Kickel Vapor
Dllpo.ition ]
.........................................................
"
Figure 6-6: A Portion of the Output of Locker Handle example
Upon reviewing the matching results in further detail, a few of the techniques
werc good: howcver, there were two that didn't seem to be applicable. Nickcl
Electrofomling and Nickel Vapor Deposition might be applicable to the locker handle,
but thcrc arc a few paramctcrs that are unknO\\l1 at this timc. This infomlation
stimulated a further review of the rest of the techniques available. Table 6-5 compares
the initial values and the new modified values for the parameters used in the locker
handle example. In this case. the table has both the technical and the business
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attributes listed below. Changing just the technical attributes was simply not enough
to get better and more accurate results, so the addition of the business attributes were
added. There were only a few changes made. The technical attribute, surface
hardness, was changed to a lower value because it was detennined that the molding
material didn't require high impact strength. The business attributes saw more
changes because there was more flexibility. The lead time was increased since this is
a new product, but it can not be too long, because it needs to beat any competitors to
the market. The number of suppliers was changed because the number of suppliers is
not important to this example and the sponsor is willing to work with anyone that is
willing to give a good cost. And, the last change was the increase in the cost.
These changes produced much better results in two ways. First, the number of
results increased from four to nine. Even though the two nickel processes are still in
the mix, there are plenty of other viable techniques which can be used for production.
And second, the actual quality of the matches was much better. Reviewing the
techniques in detail revealed that the matched techniques were better suited for
producing this reasonably simple, medium sized, locker handle. A question raised in
section 5.3 about family molding can be answered at this point. The companies of the
resulting techniques have said that a family mold is possible as long as the build size
of the process is big enough. The only rcquiremcnt is that the model filc has to be sct
up as a family mold.
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Technical Technique
Attributes
Surface Hardness
Impact Strength
Surface Roughness
Tolerances
Build Platform Size
Parts Complexity
Injection Pressures
Temperature Ranges
Molding Materials
Tool Materials
Business Technique Attributes
Lead Time
Suppliers
Quantities
Cost
Maturity Level
Availability
Value
Between 220 and 375
medium
between 10 and 50 microns
± 0.008 and 0.Ql inches
12 x 12 x 12 inches
moderately complex
nominal
nominal
polymers
Non-polymers
Value
Between 2 and 4 weeks
two or more
between 1000 and 10,000
Between $4000 and $6000
Technically Available
Commercially Available
New Values
Between 145 and 220
medium
between 10 and 50 microns
± 0.008 and 0.01 inches
12 x 12 x 12 inches
moderately complex
nominal
nominal
polymers
Non-polymers
New Values
Between 4 and 6 weeks
not important
between 1000 and 10,000
between $6000 and $8000
Technically Available
Commercially Available
Table 6-5: New Parameter values for Locker Handle example
6.4 TOY INDUSTRY RESULTS
The final case study, the toy car, produced the results that were anticipated for
most of the examples. When all the other case studies were chosen, the hope was to
obtain a large number of matches. However, as previously discussed, that was not the
case. The toy car did just the opposite. When the initial parametcrs were input into
the program, there wcre a significant number of matching techniques, six to be exact.
Of these techniques, the Nickel Electrofonning and Nickel Vapor Deposition were
once again output. As stated in the previous section, these two techniques are
questionable since a handful of the process' attributes arc still unknO\\l1. More tests
were run to get better results and Figure 6-7 shows those results.
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.............................................................................................................
The following technique(~) matched the ~elected parameter~:
[ 3D ~e1tool • Caet Keta1 (inveet..nt caeting) • DKLS • Laeer Tool
• .icke1 E1ectroforaing • .icke1 Vapor Depoeitlon J
....•....................................................
Figure 6-7: A Portion of the Output of Toy Car example
After a rather significant number of tests were run, it came down to the
business attributes to improve the number and quality of the results. This is another
case where the business attributes are quite flexible, allowing for more variance in the
values. The first change was in the number of suppliers to a value of not important.
The reason for choosing the value of not important was because it does not matter to
the company or companies who produce these car molds, it is a matter of cost. The
next change was the number of parts per mold. It was thought that the toy industry
would be able to produce their toy cars by using rapid tooling molds allowing costs to
be reduced. Therefore, the number of parts was increased to 10,000 and 100,000 parts
per mold. These changes, as seen in Table 6-6, produced a large increase in the
number of matching techniques. The number changed from 6 to 14 techniques.
Business Technique Attributes
Lead Time
-------~ -------~- -- ------ ----------
Suppliers _
9~i1Eti !i~..s..
Cost
~~-
Maturi.!)"__Levcl
Availability
Value New Values
Under 2 weeks Under 2 weeks
________~.Jwo or~2!"~ ~___ _. _I!Q_~2Qrta.'1t
_ bet\~~~I1}OOO ~(UO,QOO . ~~t\\~e~t1..1_0,QQ.Qi1_n9_LQQ,QQQ
between $4000 and $6000 between $4000 and $6000
- ------~-------~-~---~-- --~ -
________Tcchl!i~lly _Availabl~_ _ __Tec~n~~II)~ :\_\,;}ila~Le
ComI11..crcially-,\~ailab!c Commerciallv Available
Table 6-6: New Parameter values for Toy Car example
This example shows that the more simple the part, the easier it is to obtain a
good number of matches. This example also illustrates that the business attributes can
become more important to the simpler parts because there is more variance in the
business attributes than the technical attributes.
6.5 SUMMARY
Looking at all the different case studies, it is obvious why each of the examples
were chosen. The automotive and aerospace examples demonstrated that the expert
system has issues dealing with large complex parts, while the toy example showed the
ease of small simple parts. The toy example and the locker handle example
demonstrated that even though the technical attributes can be important to the engineer
and the business attributes are important to the company, the limiting factor can be a
business attribute. This demonstrates the equality of importance of each attribute
group. The electrical connectors demonstrated that the small complex parts have some
difficulties. When running the expert system for a small complex part, each of the
attributes has been looked at very closely. The more flexible that the part, the better
the results.
Aside from the program actually producing matching techniques, the program
has the ability to print the technique's attributes to the main console. This is important
because it allows the user to identi fy the actual capabilities of the process. Reviewing
these values will help the user cance! out a recommended technique if the values do
not quite fit their needs. As seen in the locker handle example. Nickel Elcctrofonning
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and Nickel Vapor Deposition were eliminated from the list of techniques due to the
lack of information.
Looking back at all the results and corrections made, the program ran the way
that it was supposed to and gave the right information when needed. The expert
system has proven itself as a versatile program by testing its capabilities in the
automotive and aerospace industry, the electronics industry, schools and the toy
industry.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 CONCLUSION
Due to the increasing number of rapid tooling techniques available, there
needed to be a common method of comparison between techniques. The first and
most important result of this study was the development of the technical and business
attributes of rapid tooling techniques. Identifying these two attribute groups allowed
each of the techniques to be broken down and compared on a more common level. It
also helped to understand the true capabilities of each technique. However, in some
cases, the information for certain attributes was difficult to obtain from the companies
or universities responsible for each technique. In these cases, educated guesses were
made based on the other information that was obtained from the companies,
universities and general knowledge of the techniques. Without these attributes
identified, the development of the expert system would have been more difficult and it
was these attribute group.s which became the knowledge representation fomlat for the
expert system.
This expert system asks the user questions regarding the technical and business
attributes and produces a set of techniques which match the user's input. The purpose
of this expert system is to get the user started with technique selection. The process
also provides the user with a more in-depth description of each of the techniques' true
capabilities. This in depth infomlation is useful because the expert system required a
generalization of infonllation. This meant that in order to increase the number of
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matched techniques per set of parameter input the information of each technique had
to be generalized into four or five options for each attribute question. In order for the
user to make the right decision, the user will have to do further research on each of the
techniques starting with the information given through the expert system.
After reviewing the results, the success of the expert system demonstrates that
it produces results which necessitate a few minor modifications. These changes
helped the program produce more results more frequently than had originally been
anticipated. The initial output of the program produced one match for a specific
application. Even though it produced one technique, it was thought that a single
solution was not enough. It was originally thought that there should be between five
and ten techniques produced from the expert system because it would allow the user to
decide upon the right technique after doing some research. The expert system was to
be a recommendation, not a solution. So when one process was matched in the initial
run, modifications were made to increase the number of techniques. There were
problems getting the number of results to be consistently between five and ten without
losing the accuracy of the program. So the number of accepted matches was reduced
to between two and five matches per parameter set. These results would allow the
user to have options and to compare each of them in a more dctailed manner,
following further research of each technique.
Eycn with all the successful matches. there were a couple limitations that were
identified. The first and most restrictiye limitation was the injection pressures. When
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running the program, it was found that a large and complex part would not match any
techniques if the injection pressures were high. This is assumed to be a problem not
with the expert system but with the rapid tooling techniques that are currently
available. Another restrictive limitation was the molding and tooling materials. These
two attributes were restrictive due to the variety of materials. So, it was concluded
that by changing the values from actual materials to polymers, non-polymers and
composites, the material attributes would be more flexible. This change increased the
number of matches significantly. It was changes like this that helped produce the best
results from the expert system.
The expert system has several convenient characteristics which give the user a
couple of options while running the program. The first option is for the user to run a
full analysis which allows the user to run through all the attributes, both business and
teclmical, and a result that matches both sets of attributes will be output. A second
option allows the user to run an analysis of just the technical attributes, business
attributes or the materials and a result which matches the individual attribute set will
be output. The purpose of the second option is to allow the user to select just one set
of attributes instead of running an entire analysis. For example, if an engineer is
trying to get an idea of which techniques will work for a given set of technical
attributes but docs not care about the business attributes he or she would sclect the
technical attributes program. Selecting the technical attributes program would
produce a result much quicker based purely on the technical attributes. This option
would also produce. on average. more techniques than selecting the full nm option.
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The last option allows the user to see each of the techniques in detail. Choosing this
option prints the selected technique(s) and its capabilities for each attribute to the
screen, This gives the user a full understanding of the limitations of each technique
before starting to research the technique(s) that are adequate for a given application.
Now that companies have the knowledge of what exactly rapid tooling can do
for them, and they have the software package to get started, significant amounts of
money and time can be saved. The case studies proved that this program can be used
to identify a technique for the large and complex parts, the large and simple parts, and
so on. The versatility of the expert system will allow it to be used in almost any
industry where product development plays a key role.
7.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE \VORK
The program that was developed still has many kinks to work out, and further
modifications in the future would render it more useful. The first step would be to
perform another review of all rapid tooling techniques currently available. At the
beginning of this study there were approximately 30 different techniques available and
at the time of this report there are approximately 45 different techniques available.
That is an addition of 15 techniques in two years, so it is important to update all the
tcchnique infonnation. This is a two part task. First and most importantly, it is
ncccssary to revic\\' all thc tcchniques which were discussed in this study and updatc
all the infonnation. Sccondly. identify and incorporate the new techniques whether
under development or currently a\'ailablc.
I .,.,
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Updating the infonnation is very important because at the time of this study,
there was infonnation that was unclear or unavailable. Figure 7-1 illustrates the level
of confidence vs. the level of importance of each business attribute. It can be seen in
this figure that the number of suppliers is moderately important and has a low
confidence level, while the acceptable quantities has a moderate importance level and
a high confidence level. The goal is to get all of the business attributes into the oval at
the top which would signify that all the business have an appropriate level of
confidence based on parameter importance. This confidence level refers to the level
of confidence in the values entered into the expert system.
1. Lead Time
2. Suppliers
3. Acceptable Quantities
4. Relative Cost
5. Technical Maturity
6. Commercial Availability
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Figure 7-1: Confidence \'s. Importance for Business Attributes
The technical attributes are also in need of rcvicw and updating. Thc idea is
the samc in that the goal is to get all of the technical attributes into the oval at the top
of Figure 7-2. which would mean that all the values have an appropriate confidence
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level based on their importance. It can be seen that currently there is only one
attribute, tool size, which is in the oval and it is good because it has a high importance
level and high confidence level.
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Figure 7-2: Confidence vs. Importance for Technical Attributes
These two figures are used to illustrate the fact that few of the technique
attributes have a high confidence level, and this is mostly because the information
from the companies is very vague or unknown. Looking again at Figure 7-2, it can be
seen that the surface hardness and impact strength are of very high importance but low
confidence, which should be the first priority when updating the infonnation. And, as
previously stated, this infomlation needs to be constantly updated since there are new
techniques or variations of current techniques becoming available all the time.
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The second step in updating the techniques is to identify any new techniques
that are being researched, released, or have become currently available. The best way
to do this is to perfonn a literature review. This review needs to be an in-depth
research of all literature and internet searches. Close attention needs to be paid to
techniques which are similar because, in some cases, the new techniques are simply
variations of existing methods. In these cases, a decision needs to be made as to
identify each of the techniques individually or group them together and simply add the
company or university to the supplier list.
Along with updating each of the teclmiques and adding the new ones, the
attribute groups should be reviewed and modified as more techniques become
available. In some cases, some attributes may become unnecessary or more important.
There may be a need for more attributes to help clarify teclmiques as more companies
are developing variations of the existing techniques.
A useful tool to help organize each of the techniques is the development of a
webpage. It would be the first line of infonnation about each of the techniques. They
would be listed on the webpage with a link attaching each technique with either the
company or companies responsible for the technique. The website would also explain
the history behind rapid tooling, as well as a link to download the expert system
software. A history and explanation of expert systems would be availablc to help the
user undcrstand how the software works as wcll as cxamples.
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The program used for developing the expert system was Win-Prolog, by Logic
Programming Associates, Ltd. The program has a lot of limitations in its capabilities
and help files. The reason for using this software package was because it is an expert
system shell which works well in database searches and running expert systems, so it
was thought that this was a perfect match for the rapid tooling expert system. It is
now thought that further research needs to go into finding the best program for the
rapid tooling expert system. The result may be that the Win-Prolog software is the
best option; however, there may be an alternative out there that would work better for
this purpose. If this is the case, that software should be purchased and utilized making
the expert system as proficient as possible. Once the best software package has been
identified and purchased, if needed, then the programming of the actual expert system
needs to be reviewed.
Programming this expert system was done by a mechanical engmeenng
student with limited computer programming experience. To increase the effectiveness
and the efficicncy of this program, someone with more programming knowledgc
should be consulted. Thc program is still in its prototypc stagcs. so bcttcr
programming can be uscd and thc program could be modified in such a way to allow
thc computcr run it quickcr. Along the lincs of programming. thc cxpcrt system
currently docs not havc thc ability to print the output. This ability has becn identificd
as an important feature cspecially sincc thcre are some cases wherc there is a lot of
infonnation that is printed to the output console. It would make things a lot easier if
the program would be able to print the output to a word document or even just a
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printer. Once these things have been addressed, this expert system could be utilized
by people looking to produce a new product and have a limited budget, or even the big
corporations to save a little money.
Some of the companies which have developed these rapid tooling techniques
sell their technology to allow the buyer to produce the molds themselves. It would be
a good idea to purchase some of these pieces of equipment and begin running tests on
them to identify if there are any ways to improve upon their technology. It might be
possible to increase the quality of the process, or even develop a new technique.
Performing these tests would also help with the understanding rapid tooling.
The primary objective of the proposed research study was to identify a means
by which to compare these rapid tooling techniques currently available. This study
began with identifying all of the rapid tooling techniques, in different stages of
availability and comparing them to one another. This comparison provided the
knowledge representation for use in the expert system. This expert system asks the
user questions based on the attributes and produces results which match all the
selected parameters. This study identified the limitations of the expert system and
ways to correct them.
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Same as lrooillonal sam", as B eNC process (an poflpropyts'ls. same toll:rances Iran No size or bUild limh'8lion 8l1l: small ootall can The seme industrial '>*-I'Ood.po~errosin. ThesameinclJstI13HI 12. stratoc-onception too~canachieve !wIet!iumroHgh acnl8Yl)d PET Ell"ld a1~ilInum ailey tu: ro81~ lradlbonel tools Qlrl be !lOt doocated to -.elY smal =ditli<lIl10 Obtain molding parameters 500 to 15.000 abnInum.loot steel rrddlflg parameters C!II!lfly can be USBC ectH6Ved part5 cen be USed. (H11.C45E•..) be used
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dift'1ctJI (lr Impossible <10 to 100 Mpa before Cel1Yllic ;n1 m9la] Thehi~rthemelingpOlllloflt1asPfflimetaltfla
Hltl. Placme Sp~ HY ocr.>=4C14.9 High ~015ml1 thermople5!lcs,rootals ±005rnm nr, fornerrowslotsor delechmenlotspray Over 10,000 powders, StaInless higher ttle thennal
dear holds layer staaJ,Fe-CraHoy propertiesOl'lhemOld
Hl14, Metal Copy TED ..,0 O,OSIO 1rrvn lhermoplastics, metals 01mrn "72>:472x276 oogeO'11f!]riC Hghlf1edlOll 50.000 10 100.000 sleelaloy excEllientheatcOnductiVirybmrlatlons pressures
d:mensionaloccur~)'
H011.L..erTooi HV 30 490
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GoodcompJro:ir,-
H116. NlcketElectnrlormlng 1130 HI'" 3_5mm t1ermop!estts,ll"letals e.:oIrerne(lccurac,' 25xBft !l~hough lJlderOAs
Hlgh strength for high TED epollV fesm snd ffielnty same 8S normBlI~aetion
andsmallslit:sorhdes prossursapplicabons nlck9f mOldings
.__.- _._-----~--_. _._-- .._-_ ..
Good c(lmple;.;j~ nlckelcartlOl'l'y1gl3s
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srna~ leetures ere in;,eclioomo1ding
""'"
molding
difficu~
Tl1er:noplastlC5
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APPENDIX B. BUSINESS ATTRIBUTES
Technique Neme Leed TIme Suppllenl Acceptable Reletlve Coet Proces.Meturtty
Ouarrtltlel
511. RTV Molding o5lo 2 weeks V8flOJS IOta 50 $1000· $5000 Reedltt Avatl3~e
-----_._-------~-------_._. ------'.
Typca'l( $3000
512. A1urnlnum-FUild EpoxV 1 to 4 weeks venOJS Complex pet l00s Range $2500 to Reedltt AvaJlBDleMolding Simple pa~ WOOs $10.000 ~to
P5000
Rapid Moulding Depends on size of AVaIlable DU: mai<Jng51 3. RMT (SwlrTool) 1 dey to 1 week Technologes. 10 to 50,000 edYar1Cements In
LTd pa11tool technology
Availability
Comme'Clall( ave,lotto
""Ill PJ'Chase of
necessary equpmert also
inhouse work done
Comme'C1all( avalabto
...Ill pu,chase of
necessary equpmert a1,0
lmouse woll< done
UndO! d()"({)lopmert
ew3Ibng naw parent
Hll. Cast Mettl (Sand) 3 to 6 weeks vano:.J~ 500· 100)5 $4000 to ~ 1500c
Comme'Cla:1( ava latle
""Ill pu'Chase of
necessary equpment
----------- ._------
H12. Cut Mlttl (Rubbar) TBO lED TOO TOO Readltt Avalla~le
Commecci B·tt ava latle
....Ill p"'Chase of
nocossary 9Q\Jl pmortt
._-_._._---- ._.- .----- .._._------
H13. Cut Mlttl (Spin
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HI 4. Cut "'eltl OnvubMnl
CuUngj
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8· ·6w....:
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
APPENDIX B. BUSINESS ATTRIBUTES
Technique Name Lead Time Suppliers Acceptable._~ ~ ~_~9uantl!!~s Relative Cost Process Maturity
Availability
811. RT\I Molding
SI 2. Aluminum-Filled Epoxy
Molding
051u 2weeh
Vef OJ:
10 Ie 50 SIOOO - $5000
. -'-T~~p'~'c'ai~;"$3'Oi:iO
C'JmpJex part 1005 Range. $2500 to
SIr'lplepa'1 l:JJOs $',0,000 up to
__ $~5.PQQ
R8edi~' Available
Reeci~r Aval13Dle
Commercialtt a,,"a;lable
V'lltn pdrcha58 ::r'
necessary equiDment 31::0
inhouse won-: done
Comme~Cl3lN available
\"lith ~YJLctiase of
necessary equlDment aI3('
._._i.nl!~.~~~...yo~; __d?07..
SI 3. RMT (SwlfTooll
Rapl,j MOJlding
1 dev tJ ~\'ee;.: -:-echnol:)Qles,
L'd
10:050,000 Depend5 on size ofpart/tool
Available but makJr.g
aCMlnCements I,r
techn'Jiogy
Under c8\reJoprrent
av,rartmg n2M' P8t€'~t
SD 1. SWIFT
H11. Cast Metal (Sand)
H12. Cast Metal (Rubber)
H13, Cast Metal (Spin
Casting)
H14. Cast Metal (In ..... estment
Castingf
Cor::rnerc!.3'fi :l1,l8;!able
3 ::'::. 'lI'e'?hs ',,'ar:ou:: SOC - 10005 S40Ge to 'f 150CO Readily Available Yliltl p:.;rchas€' :'~
necessary equ!;)ment
Corn€t~c·:df avalctle
TBD TED TED TBD ReCd!~' A,valla::>le \'"1I1t1 :)'J~C1a3e )f
n€'cessary ~qui ;)ment
C')~r1'='T"rtv9va;lctle
4 hrc, - 2 cay,,:, '....nrlous 1 & Lp $2.5 ":' $250 RoarJri)' Avarfa::l18 "Mtl::rYC1a:;eJ;
necessary 8quloment
Ccrnerc.a,ty a,,'alabhe'
~: - .6 ~... ..,~ '.'arrous . ,000 ,~: 'Jp -f;1,OOO to $L5;000 Re6aj~' AvallaDI€: .....~th ::>\JrC185e ~:/
nf>..(essary '2qul:rment
HI 5. Rapid Patter Based
POWder Sintering (RPBPSI
H16. RSP 1 we~k p~p -ooling LLC
, 2J.OOO
mr lions $'1:00 - '£2000
Available D'J: rr18~jrg
advanc~ment5 ,'r
technoiogy
Available :JJt rna(.;lrg
advancement; 'r
fo?chn:,;ogy
:Jnder Ce,feloprrent
aWE]i:rg j).::n:n: ar,d furlrer
t€'St1g
.Jnder ce\/eloprTern
;,,;"fwl:mQ new pat8~-[
$7000 to S10.W:HI7, Polysteel
1 to 2 days
HI S, Spray Metal Deposition jependrng on
vJOlidoad
[!'yT'arrC 10.::01lng :->],OL.C (leu AVailablE:! ::>'J! rqa~:H ~advanc ements 'r
rech'1:'!QQV
Deper"c~ en 51L8 :'~ "--- A~ailabie. D;~:-Gla~Jr:g
advancement:; ,r,pa'1.':00 .!.~.~~~,i,J?QY
Jnder cFueloprrer,t
2walong ne.... pa:8-!
Jnder Ct:'~€Joprr€nt
aWBII:Jng n8W pa:8 r t
H19. ccoTool
HIN, Spray Metal Tooling
H111. 3D 1"~ltool
H112. Stratoconceptlon
HI 13. Plasma Spray
H114. Metal Copy
HD 11.Laser Tool
H115. Nickel Electroforming
1 3 ',-;e",I<:5
2 weeks
TBD
TBD
TIJO ,Tcustlr,;::1
T'jcrncfo~y
la',:allable 2CC':; I
3.[1 Systems and
liCerlSE!(l5
-PTE·;
-:-singhua
U~I'/ersrtv. 3€lJIIl;l
F'r0total
TED
'.'anous
, '0.000
')Or01C(0
SC'te rflll:n:
,:",OJ TO • 5,000
50,0(( Ie 100,O}j
TED
TED
144
D12p';f,(;S en size 0~
pa1/:0(),
$200010 S1S.CCC
$2COO :0 $5JOO
S25C cdlCirs
5.::';'!" fl::f); :r3rllfJJn31
Inllhng
TBD
TED
Available OJt n8~Jr;C
(Jdvancements;r -
technologv
Available ::u: na~Jrg
advancement::; r,
tech1J'r:<g',..
Late stages of
development
Avu!l:Ibli:l :)'.1: ("(,:Fire
advanc emems r -
rech1:<,ogy'
Available ~.lj: r~13~:irc
advancements:r -
technD;ogy
AYQilabl~ DJ: rna~:H'~
advancements r
tech'1o;og'y'
Jnder ce-..eloprrern
EV.alImg nelJ\' Pa:e~t
C~,~rn8~C 3'ty ::h'a'ieble
V'Jlth ;)J r >:la;9 ,t
necessarY ?qul;)menr
Cc-~n8T3;~' 3va,latle
\'/lth ::).j'c'1ase:,'
necessary' eqlllDmenr 31:::,:-
lohouse ~''''-,r~: d·21'='
C,:::rr1o~'C :d:l 3~'a:letle
..11th :.JJ r C18Se c,'
necessaryequl:,ment
Jnder ce..,€loprrent
2vu'alnng new pa:v!
"Jnder ce"re!oprrenr
cWBltlng neV'I j:a:ert
:.)nder ceveloprrent
awaiting ne",~ Pi£t.-{
Jnder ce.....eJoprr;em
cwartlng new patKJ
Technique Name LaadTIma Suppfters Acceptable Relative COlt Proce.. Matur1ty AvaDebll1tyOuantltlee
H116. Nickel Vapor Available but makmg Under development
Deposition Tl3D TED TED TED a:lVMcements In Il'l,,.a'ting new patonttochnolO!1I'
Available but malcng Under devolOpmontHI 17. Fus.d MetalDc Cor. Tl3D TED TED TED advancements In awabng new patenttechnolo!1l'
CommerCla:t{ available
SO 2. Direct AIM 1week 3D Systems and 10 to 5G $200G to $5000 Rea~l~ Available WIth purchase ofS8's necessary eqUipment also
Inhouse wor. Cio""
HO 1. Laur Sintertng of Nanonal Depenes on size. Late stages o! Under developmer,t
Silica Sand 22 hoors Unlversll'yof 10GD: r,'PicaDy $1 par an3 davel~pmant awa tic,g new patentSmgapore
--------------~--_._---~,-------------~---
HO 2. SLS
H03.0MLS
Ito 5 d3yS
lt~ 4 weeks
3D S)'Slerns and
58's
EOSGrcbH
'500
1000 10 1.000,000
$1500 to $2000
1175to$185perkg
Reeclly AY3l1a~le
Rea~l~ Avollo~le
CommerCla't{ """,lable
WIth p<;rchase of
necossary eCJ,..l1pmem 0150
mhouse WO~ d018
CommerCiaN evalable
... th purchase of
necessary equipment also
Inhouse W01< 001e
--_ ...__ ..._-------
HD4. 3D Prlnt1ng I week zCorp , 1000
11 80 per ";be In tor
malenel COs! + Labor
macl1lne purctlase Rea~ltl Ava"a~le
$25.000.156.0DJ.
. ~'!§Q:2.JO_. ._
Commercla:tj """Iable
...,th PLrch9se of
necessar,' eqUipment also
mhouso r-'O~'" cono
HO 6. Rapid Tool
HD6.LOM
HO 7. High Spud I La..r
Milling
H08.LENS
HO 9. ProM.tal
2 tJ 5w~Ek5
3to 8 hou's ;;e
Inch lh ei<nC,s
2to 6.weks
2 tJ 4 weeks
3D Systems
Cut>c
TC:hnoIOQlG5
verlous
D:romcc a~d
SO,
E.>::rudD H0nc.
PrO!'T"e-~.,l fJi ...
100.00Q 'TlO51 plas~cs
100Un, AI M9
< 100
5Q 10100.000
, 1,cOO.000
,. '0 a!unnum fC!f9rtt)
<1000 ,,1.rn,nulO ~'C
(~;~,rg
'.: ('O~OOO pp~
$0:000 to 110,000
$50 reo heu'
$0:000 to 125,000
D\.~cnds 01 c.I:'e- 0'
pM!tc,~
(\0Pc-nds 01 SJZc> o'
p,11flMI
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APPENDIX F. "WIRING" DIAGRAM STARTING CAD MODEL OF TOOL
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Andrew Thomas Haglin, born May 18, 1981 in S1. Louis, Missouri, is the son
of Preston C. Raglin Jr. and M. Karen Raglin. Mr. Raglin was raised in St. Louis,
Missouri and graduated from St. Louis University Righ before attending Lehigh
University where he received his Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering in
Mayof2003.
Mr. Haglin pursued further education in mechanical engineering at Lehigh
University where he served as an assistant coach for the crew team during the four
semesters to complete his Master of Science. He was also a research assistant
specializing in injection molding processes, specifically rapid tooling and expert
systems, in the Manufacturing Science Laboratory headed by Professor John Coulter.
Mr. Haglin is a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and Society
of Plastics Engineers.
Upon completion of his Master of Science, Mr. Haglin will move on to the
public sector as an employee of Becton Dickinson, a medical device manufacturer. He
also hopes to design and build racing shells and America's Cup sailing yachts.
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